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RÉSUMÉ 

Le Body Area Network (BAN) est une technologie de réseau sans fil qm consiste à 

interconnecter, autour ou sur le corps humain des transmetteurs et des récepteurs afin 

d'établir une communication sans fil, impliquant le corps humain. À titre d'exemple, ces 

composants électroniques utilisant des courants de très faible puissance pourraient 

communiquer avec un centre de commande distant, pour alerter un service d'urgence. Les 

applications se trouvent principalement dans les domaines de la santé, militaire, 

et divertissement. 

Cette technologie (BAN) pourrait être appliquée davantage dans un environnement 

minier en raison de sa simplicité et sa capacité à fournir des informations utiles telles que la 

surveillance de l'environnement ou d'état de santé des employés. En effet, les mineurs sont 

exposés quotidiennement à un certain nombre de risques qui affecte leurs santés. Dans le 

cadre de ce projet, nous proposons un système BAN efficace qui sera à la fois rentable et 

simple à utiliser dans une mine souterraine. 

Ce projet de recherche consiste à déterminer, à la fréquence 2,4 GHz du standard IEEE 

802.11, les performances des systèmes de communication SISO (Single Input Single Output) 

et MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) pour les canaux BAN, en termes de l'étalement 

des retards (RMS delay spread), l'affaiblissement de parcours, la bande de cohérence et la 

capacité du canal. 

Afin d'atteindre ces objectifs, une campagne de mesure a été effectuée dans une galerie 

de la mine CANMET (niveau 40m) en ligne de vue directe (LOS) et en ligne de vue indirecte 

(NLOS) en utilisant les topologies SISO et MIMO. 



ABSTRACT 

The Body Area Network (BAN) is a wireless networking technology that consists in 

interconnecting, on or around the human body, transmitters and receivers to establish wireless 

communication. For example, electronic components, mounted on the human body, using 

very low power could communicate with a remote control center to alert an emergency 

service. The BAN applications are mainly found in the areas of health, military, and 

entertainment. 

This technology (BAN) could be applied in a mmmg environment because of its 

simplicity and its ability to provide useful information such as environmental conditions and 

employees' health status data. In fact, the miners are exposed daily to a number of risks that 

affect their health. As part of this project, we propose an efficient BAN system ,dedicated to 

the security of the min ers, that is both cost effective and easy to use in an underground mine. 

This research project consists in determining, at the 2.4 GHz frequency of the IEEE 

802.11 standard, the performance of the SISO and MIMO communication systems for BAN 

channels, in terms of the RMS delay spread, the path loss, the coherence bandwidth and the 

channel capacity. 

In order to achieve these objectives, measurement campaigns were carried out in the 

CANMET mine gallery (40m level) in line ofsight (LOS) and no line ofsight (NLOS) using 

SISO and MIMO topologies. 
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CHAPITRE 1 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1.1) Introduction to the Master Project 

Wireless communications have undergone tremendous growth. They were first used 

mainly by military and shipping companies and later quickly expanded into commercial use 

such as commercial broadcasting services (shortwave, AM and FM radio, terrestrial TV), 

cellular telephony, global positioning service (GPS), wireless local area network (WLAN), 

and wireless personal area network (WP AN) technologies. Today, the se wireless 

communications systems have become an integral part of daily life and continue to evolve in 

providing better quality and user experience. One of the recent emerging wireless 

technologies is body area network (BAN). 

Over the past years, this technology increasingly attracted a great deal of interest from 

academia, industry, and standardization bodies, because of the advances in process 

technologies and low cost integration solutions which opened the door to various applications 

of the (BAN) technology. In very broad terms, WBAN refers to the wireless communication 

technology encompassing the propagation at the on-body, off-body, and in-body channels. In 

the on-body channel, both the transmitter and the receiver are on the human body surface, 

whereas in the in-body channel the transmitter is within the body. In the off-body channel, 

the transmitter is located on the body, whilst the receiver is in the vicinity of the body. This 

growing technology has found many applications in the biomedical therapy, health care, 

sport, multimedia and entertainment, to use the body as a communication media or transmit 

the human vital signs [ 1]. 

There are many physical and environmental phenomena which affect the BAN signal 

propagation. The movement of the body parts, polarization mismatch, and scattering due to 

the body, will cause fading of the signal. Shadowing of the links and reflect ions from the 
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body parts will also cause fading. Multiple signal paths on the body, such as the two possible 

paths from front to back around the body from both sides, will also cause fading. 

Additionally, the surrounding environment will cause fading, such as fading due to the 

floor or ground, and fading due to local environment, such as fumiture, walls of a room, 

machinery in a mine gallery ... etc. 

In addition to fading, another very important concem for on-body communication is the 

transmitted power, which is to be kept as low as possible. 0 dBm is still believed to be a high 

transmit power for the body area networks. Reducing power level allows increasing the 

battery life and reducing the Specifie Absorption Rate (SAR) value, which is highly desirable 

[2]. 

Applications of the BAN technology is increasingly finding grounds in personal 

healthcare, entertainment, security and personal identification, fashion, and personalized 

communications, which drives research to establish more reliable and efficient link between 

the deviees mounted on the body. The current standards for wireless communications like 

Bluetooth [2, 3], Zigbee [2, 4], and BodyLAN [2, 5] are already operating but there is still 

much room for improvement. 

Moreover, multiple antennas for the on-body and off-body channels is an optimal 

solution for providing high data rate and reliable transmission between the body-wom 

wireless deviees and sensors, such as in military applications, sports and entertainment, and 

patient monitoring systems. 

In fact, for optimal communication, it is necessary to minimize fading and increase the 

output signal to noise ratio (SNR) without increasing the transmit power, which is an 

advantage of using MIMO systems. In these systems, antenna diversity, also known as space 

diversity, is a well-known solution toward overcoming fading and providing a power efficient 

link in mobile communications, and hence improving the quality and reliability of a wireless 

link. The channel capacity can be significantly increased through the use of multiple-input 

multiple-output (MIMO) techniques which are useful for high data rate applications. The use 

of MIMO techniques for on-body communications has received little attention, as much of 

the work on body-centric communication focuses on the antenna design [2,6], channel 

characterization [2, 7, 8], and the effect of human body presence on the link performance. 

Sorne preliminary measurements are reported with two monopole antennas at the receiver end 
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for on-body channels in [2, 9, and 1 0]. Additionally, first and second order statistics and 

sorne diversity results for channels with wearable receiving antennas where the transmitter is 

at a fixed position in the room are presented in [11, 12], thus characterizing the off-body 

channels and sorne on-body channels as well. 

Moreover, many researches have been carried out to investigate the performance of the 

off-body channels at the 2.45 GHz ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) band, in the past 

few years, benefitting from the development of deviees miniaturization technology [13]. 

Various other articles in the literature deal with on body communication systems, for 

patients' vital signs monitoring application [ 13]. 

In general, much of the works on WBAN multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) 

systems concems the characterization ofMIMO on-body channels, while the MIMO off-body 

channel characterization was somewhat neglected [14, 15]. This may have been due to the 

fact that ensuring a communication in off-body channels may be challenging because of the 

short range nature of the used deviees. 

On the other hand, there has been a growing interest in implementing MIMO systems in 

indoor environments, because of their now proven efficiency in offering high data rate and 

low error rate communications [8, 16-18]. In fact, while MIMO systems have been 

extensively investigated for applications in tunnel roads and subways in the last few decades, 

the study ofsuch systems in underground mines is stilllimited [16]. Benmabrouk et Al. have 

thoroughly investigated the use of MIMO systems in a mine gallery in the 2.45 GHz ISM 

band, for conventional radio transmission, using different kinds of antennas, namely the 

monopole and the patch antennas [19]. Interesting results were driven to show the capacity 

improvement relative to SISO case due to the exploitation of MIMO capabilities in both line 

of sight (LOS) and no line of sight (NLOS) applications. Even more, the effect of the mining 

machinery was taken into consideration in [19]. 

This Master report is concemed with the on-body and off-body communication inside a 

mine gallery where the transmitter is wom by the mine worker, whereas the receiver is either 

on the body or at a close proximity from the body. 

Analyzing the performance of MIMO system in the mining environment which includes 

a lot of scattering objects, reflecting metals and shadowing structures, affecting both the path 

gain and the time dispersion of the link, is not an easy task because of the so-mentioned 
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particularities of the BAN channel. Adding to this, the effect of the human body as implied 

by the on-body and off-body communication studied herein in underground channels is even 

more challenging. To the best of the authors' knowledge, no study of the MIMO neither on

body nor off-body channel characterization in a mining environment was reported yet in the 

literature. 

Therefore, in this thesis report, the characterization and capacity evaluation of the 2 x2 

MIMO and SISO off-body channels are investigated in underground environment at the 2.45 

GHz band. The effect of directivity is sought by using monopole and patch antennas for both 

LOS and NLOS situations. First, the channel impulse responses are evaluated for different 

locations of the access points relative to the body. The path loss is then determined and 

plotted for different distances between the transmitter and the receiver and the path loss 

exponent is derived. Moreover, the channel capacity is calculated from the measurements 

similarly to [20] and [21]. The capacity study in both scenarios aims at showing the effect on 

the MIMO link capacity of a strong LOS component and multipath propagation. Moreover, 

the relationship between the average capacity and the average SNR is also highlighted. The 

coherence bandwidth and RMS delay spread are also derived and discussed. 

In the on-body section of the report, the performance of SISO and MIMO WBAN 

systems, in a mine gallery, is comparatively evaluated at the 2.45 GHz ISM band. Three on

body channels (Belt-Head, Belt-Chest, and Belt-Wrist) were characterized with the body at 

different postures. The channel capacity was derived from the measurements similarly to [20] 

and [14], and then compared for the three on-body channels. TheRMS delay spread, and the 

coherence bandwidth were also derived (similarly to [21]) and compared for different 

measurement scenarios. 

1.2) Pro blem 

Recently, there has been a great deal of focus in establishing communication on or 

around the body. In body-centric communications, communication is established through 

nodes which are placed on the body, or close to it, communicating with each other or with 

other nodes positioned apart from the body such as base stations or central data storage 

deviees. Wired connection of the nodes is inconvenient because it can obstruct the free 

motion. The use of special fabrics, would allow the user to move comfortably, but it may not 
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be desirable to wear due to fashion preferences of the user. Other proposed methods in elude 

body current mechanism and near field communication. Body current method uses the 

emission of electric field on the surface of the body to use it as a transmission path [2]. Near

Field communication uses magnetic field induction for very short-range communication [2]. 

None ofthese two techniques is suitable for high data rate applications (like video streaming 

and multimedia). Wireless connectivity with antennas is therefore a very suitable choice. 

Among the major issues that should be considered in body area communications are the 

antenna design and performance, channel characterization, the effect of human body presence 

and movement, and the transmitted power. A wearable antenna should be low profile, light 

weight and comfortable for the body surface [22]. The wearable RF components should also 

be able to support a high data rate transmission and should have low power consumption. 

Therefore, the use of a high enough frequency and a highly efficient link is required [2]. 

Moreover, for effective design and understanding of the channels, the knowledge of 

electromagnetic properties of the human body is essential. 

In addition to the previously mentioned problems, wireless communication systems in an 

underground environment should be designed to provide reliable services with high 

throughput. However, the conventional communication systems, using a single antenna for 

transmission and reception SISO have a capacity limited by the transmission power and the 

bandwidth of the radio link [23]. Additionally, communication systems centered on the 

human body are limited in transmission power [24]. Therefore, radio systems that are 

centered on the human body can benefit from the application of MIMO architecture to 

improve capacity [14]. Moreover, it is well known that the performance of MIMO systems 

depends on the conditions of the radio channel, which differs from one medium to another; 

this justifies the need to study the on-body and off-body channels in a mine, highlighting the 

impact on the capacity due to the use of MIMO systems. For a complete characterization of 

these channels, several channel parameters should be determined (such as: RMS delay 

spread, coherence bandwidth, path loss exponent, and fading). 

1.3) Objective of the research project 

In this master's project, the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) off-body and on

body channel capacity is investigated in the underground mine untypical indoor environment 
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and compared to the SISO system using the same type of antenna element. Monopole and 

patch antennas were used in the measurements campaigns in order to study the effect of 

antenna directivity on the capacity of such channels. Furthermore for the off-body scenario, 

both line of sight (LOS) and no line of sight (NLOS) scenarios are of interest and the off

body channel is characterized in terms ofthe channel impulse response, path-loss, RMS delay 

spread, and coherence bandwidth. In On-body experiments, three On-body channels were 

characterized in terms of the channel impulse response, RMS delay spread, coherence 

bandwidth; the channel capacity was also determined. The variation of these parameters in 

the different measurement scenarios was also discussed. 

1.4) Research methodology 

To meet the BAN communication system requirements m an underground mmmg 

environment, we used the following methodology: 

• In the first phase, we conducted a state of the art by focusing mainly on the 

characterization ofthe on-body and off-body channels in indoor environments and on 

the use of MIMO topology in mining media to improve the capacity of the 

propagation channel. 

• In the second phase, a measurements campaign was conducted in the CANMET gold 

mine near Val d'Or in Canada as shown in figure 1-1 and figure 1-2. The environment 

mainly consists of very rough and dusty walls, floor, and ceiling. The temperature is 

about 6° C in a highly humid environment. There is mining machinery few meters 

away from the measurements ' setup; the ceiling includes many metal rods and is 

covered with metal screens. In order to characterize the off-body SISO and MIMO 

channels propagation in this mine gallery at the 2.45 GHz band, the transmitting 

antennas were placed at a fixed position in the middle of the mine pathway ( 40m 

underground). The receiving antennas were placed on the right side of the chest of a 

1.80m, 75Kg male subject wearing a miner's outfit. Two types of MIMO antennas 

were used during the measurements, namely a 2x2 MIMO monopole antenna set and 

a 2x2 MIMO patch antenna set; therefore the impact of antenna directivity was 

addressed. Both the transmitting and the receiving antenna elements are separated by 

a half wavelength distance, thus approximately 6 cm. During the measurements, 6 
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data snapshots were collected at each distance, from a distance of lm through Sm 

away from the transmitter, as shown in figure 1-2. The transmitting and receiving 

antennas were connected to the two ports of the previously calibrated vector network 

analyzer (VNA). At each snapshot, the 5 21 values were recorded for 6401 frequency 

samples around the center frequency of 2.45 GHz. The noise floor for the 

measurements was considered at -90 dBm. In the on-body measurements, three on

body channels were considered for the measurements. For each on-body channel, the 

transmitting antenna set (TX) was placed at the left side position of the belt. The 

receiving antenna set (RX) was placed altematively at the right side of the ch est (RX 

1 ), the right si de of the head (RX 2), and at the right wrist position (RX 3), thus 

forming three on-body channels: belt-chest, belt-wrist, and belt- head as shown in 

figure 1-2. The transmitting antenna set was placed to point upward, and the receiving 

antenna set was pointing downward. The distance between the body and the antenna 

was kept at about 5-l 0 mm. The transmitting and receiving antennas were connected to 

the two ports of the vector network analyzer (VNA), after calibrating the VNA with 

the cables connected to it. Figure 1-2 shows the human test subject and antenna 

connections in the mine environment. 

• Finally, after getting the S-parameters, using simulation software MATLAB, we have 

determined the parameters of the channel such as: the path loss, the coherence 

bandwidth, theRMS delay spread, and the capacity ofthe channel. 
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Chapter 2 provides an introduction to body area network. It briefly reports the 

applications of this technology and the different phenomena affecting the propagation at this 

channel. The different types of WBAN technology are summarized. 

Chapter 3 provides an overview of the MIMO systems. It theoretically describes the 

MIMO channels through the channel matrix, and talks about the MIMO capacity. 

Chapter 4 comparatively discusses the different types of diversity. It defines the diversity 

gain parameter as a mean to quantify the benefits of the different diversity techniques. 

Chapter 5 gives an overview of the channel characterization types and the parameters 

that are usually used to characterize the propagation channels. It talks in detail about the 

fading as the main issue affecting the electromagnetic signal propagation. Finally, the chapter 

briefly introduces the different types of channel modelling. 

Chapter 6 details the research methodology. This includes a description of the 

environment, measurement equipment and measurement methods. Mounting antennas on the 

body, to constitute various on-body channels, is discussed and the details ofthe measurement 

setup for the on-body and off-body experiments are given. The movements performed during 

the measurements are also described. 

Chapter 7 discusses the different results obtained for the on-body and off-body sets of 

measurements inside the CANMET mine. It combines the results from the different 

measurement scenarios to determine and discuss the different channel parameters including 

the channel impulse response, path-loss, RMS delay spread, and coherence bandwidth. 

Chapter 8 summarizes the derived conclusions and opens the door for Future Work 

possibilities. 

1.6) Conclusion 

This chapter consisted of an introduction to the master project, which atms to 

characterize the SISO and MIMO channels inside a mine gallery. It presented the problems 

associated with a WBAN communication system inside a mine and briefly mentions the 

techniques used to combat these problems. The objectives of the research project have been 

detailed, and the methodology followed to achieve them is described. In subsequent chapters, 

sorne back ground information related to the different themes of the master project 1s 

presented, starting by an overview of the WBAN technology in chapter 2. 
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CHAPTER2 

OVERVIEW OF THE BODY AREA NETWORK 

2.1) Wireless body area network (WBAN) technology overview 

Body-centric communication is established through nodes which are placed on the body, 

or close to it, communicating with each other or with other nodes (such as base stations or 

central data storage deviees) positioned at a close proximity from the body. 

2.1.1) On-body technology 

The on-body technology 1s a kind of body area network (BAN) communication 

technology that found many applications in personal health care, entertainment, military, 

firefighting and many other fields [25]. 

In the on-body channels, both the transmitter and recetver move and change their 

position in the scattering environment and with respect to each other. Perhaps the most 

significant phenomenon affecting the on-body communication is channel fading, which 

occurs during normal activity, due to the dynamic nature of the human body, the multipath 

around the body, and the scattering by the environment. This fading can be mitigated through 

the use of diversity. 

On-body communication applications are linked to several fields, such as medical-sensor 

networks, emergency-service workers, and entertainment. This technology also received a 

great deal of interest from the defense department, in order to wirelessly connect on-body 

soldier equipment. The medical field exhibits different uses for the on-body technology such 

as: Medical implants, patient monitoring and diagnostic systems, and personal health care. 

Sorne published reports demonstrated the strong interest of the defense field in the on-body 

technology, in terms of interconnecting various subsystems on a soldier [26]; It was found 
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that the Line of sight (LOS) was established reliably (most of the scattering is directed away 

from the body). Moreover, high path loss attenuation was observed in a link through the torso 

due to the human shadowing [26]. 

Other application areas for the on-body technology include: security, police, sports 

training, fire fighters, personal identification, fashion, and personalized communications as 

seen in figure 2-1. 

Figure 2- 1. Sorne on-body applications [24, 26]. 

2.1.2) Off-body technology 

The off-body technology deals with the communication link between deviees mounted 

on the body, and other deviees, or access points, away from the body. It found application in 

the industrial and medical fields. Examples of this technology include wearable RFID tags, 

and body -wom sensors to and from the data acquisition system or server, for a medical 

support network with wireless sensors placed on the body; figure 2-2 represents sorne of the 

off-body applications. Careful attention should be taken in antenna design, placement, and 

orientation. The antennas should have radiation patterns directed away from the body, 

providing aU-round coverage and must be isolated from the body to avoid the effect of human 

body on the antenna performance [2]. Indeed, the most important factor that affects the 

quality of propagation in the off-body technology is the shadowing effect, which causes 

fading. This is due to the pedestrian movement that obstructs the off-body radio link and 

results on multi-path disturbance. It was found that using multiple antenna techniques reduces 

the influence of pedestrian effects on off-body radio-links [27]. 
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Figure 2- 2. Sorne off-body applications [2, 57]. 

2.1.3) On/Off-body technology 

On/Off-body communication is another technology that is of interest to many fields 

including health care and military. This communication's link combines the characteristics 

and challenges of the on-body as weil as the off-body link. For example, this link will require 

antennas that can support the two technologies (on-body and off-body communication). This 

is very challenging because the on-body link requires a polarization pattem that is parallel to 

the body surface, while the off-body link requires one that is directed away from the surface. 

The challenge is further aggravated when moving toward microwave frequencies where the 

path loss is greater and antenna design and orientation should be carefully taken care of [2]. 

A possible solution is to design a configurable antenna that can work either in the on-body 

mode or the off-body mode by using microwave switches embedded in the deviee. This idea 

was cleverly applied in [27] with a design of an apetture coup led microstrip patch antenna 

that is fed using stripline. The antenna changes its functionality from the on-body mode to 

the off-body mode using switches and is able to attain a retum loss that remains below -30 dB 
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throughout the entire operating frequency with a linear increase of the path loss from -0.39 

dB at 1 GHz to -1.65 dB at 4 GHz. 

2.1.4) In-body technology 

The in-body technology consists of one or more TX-RX link through the human body. 

Benefitting from the new microelectronic technological achievements, it found interesting 

applications in the medical field where implantable medical deviees, communicating with the 

outside world, are put inside the human body. Examples of these deviees include the heart 

pacemakers and retinal implants [2]. 

2.2) WBAN technology normalization 

Efforts have been made to develop standards for the WBAN and an IEEE task group, 

IEEE 802.15.6 (IEEE 802.15.BAN), has been established for this purpose in November 2007. 

This task group is the sixth task group of the IEEE 802.15 working group. 

IEEE 802.15 is a working group of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics 

Engineers (IEEE) 802 standards committee which specifies Wireless Personal Area 

Network (WPAN) standards [2]. It includes seven task groups and one interest group for 

Terahertz called IGTHz. In December 2011, the task group 802.1 5.6 or 802.1 5.BAN and task 

group 802.15.7 developed new standards for BAN and Visible Light Communication (VLC), 

respectively. IEEE 802.15.1, first published in June 2002, is a standard for WP AN based on 

Bluetooth, whereas, 802.15.2 pro vides recommendations for the coexistence of the WP ANs 

and Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN) [2]. More details about other task groups of 

IEEE 802.15 are given on its website. 

2.3) Antennas for WBAN channels 

The 2.45GHz channel allows the use of smaller antennas, because the wavelength for 

this channel is in the range of few centimeters (about 12 cm). This advantage in the 

dimension cornes with complexity of the design for a WBAN channel. The requirements for 

antenna design at 2.45 GHz for WBAN applications could be summarized as follows. 
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A wearable antenna should be low profile, light weight and comfortable for the body 

surface [22]. The antenna should have a high enough gain to offset the path loss that 

characterizes the WBAN channels, but not too high to be harmful. In fact, sorne antenna 

characteristics (such as the radiation patterns and gain) may change drastically in the 

presence of a high loss medium such as the human body [2]. 

In order to maximize coupling between body-worn deviees, the max1mum of the 

radiation pattern should be tangential to the body's surface ( creeping waves propagation) 

[22]. However, in this case, the wave polarized parallel to the body will attenuate faster than 

the perpendicular polarized one [2]. For off-body communication, the pattern must be 

directed away from the body. Omni-directional radiation pattern antennas (such as the 

monopole antenna) placed tangential to the surface of the body are generally considered 

suitable for on-body applications, when taking in consideration the gain reduction due to the 

presence of the body [2]. For on-body applications, where the wave propagates along the 

surface of the body as creeping wave and is attenuated much more rapidly compared to the 

free space [2], the antenna must be designed for a minimum SAR. This could be achieved by 

by the use of a suitable ground plane of the antennas to re duce back radiation [2]. Careful 

attention should be clone during the design to insure a low reflection coefficient at the desired 

frequency even when the antenna is mounted on the body, taking in consideration that 

detuning could occur in the presence of the human body [2]. 

Comparative studies of various antennas (such as the rectangular patch, monopole, 

PIF A, and circularly polarized patch antenna) were performed and the antennas parameters 

were compared in [ 29, 30]. According to those studies, sorne antennas can perform well in 

sorne aspects, and perform badly in other aspects. The monopole antennas, beside their 

disadvantageous shape, exhibit the best path gains. The patch antennas have the advantage of 

their low profile shape and are more stable in terms of mismatch, but do not provide a 

satisfactory link performance. The textile wearable antennas are the best in terms of weigh 

and shape, they are flexible and could have comparable performance to conventional printed 

antennas [2]. 
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2.4) Human body modeling and phantoms 

Developing BAN systems in the GHz range may benefit from the development of 

experimental phantoms emulating the dielectric propetties of human skin in order to 

accurately characterize the on-body propagation channel; this requires an accurate estimation 

of the absorption of the electromagnetic power by the human body. 

It is impmtant to know that the dielecttic properties of the human body are frequency 

dependent. Moreover, the penetration depth ofthe lower frequencies is higherthan that ofthe 

higher frequencies [2]. The penetration depth and conductivity for muscle and fat tissues are 

shown in figure 2-3. 

As it's seen from figure 2-3, the peneu·ation depth at 2.45 GHz is much smaller 

compared to low frequencies; hence, at this frequency, the propagation will lik.ely be 

confined to the surface of the body, especially at small transmitted powers. 
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[2]. 
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Determining the dielectric properties of the human skin is the first step toward building a 

2.45-GHz equivalent phantom. Three types of physical phantoms are presented in the 

literature, namely, the liquid, semisolid, and solid phantom [2]. The three types differ upon 

complexity, frequency usage, and durability. 

Firstly, liquid phantoms are homogenous phantoms that representa convenient way to 

simulate the body. They are well suited for measurements in the 30-MHz-6-GHz range but 

cannot be used at millimeter range be cause of the Shell [31]. Semisolid phantoms do not 

require any bounding container and have been used for antenna and on-body channel 

characterization [31 ]; They are especially useful to simulate organs with high water content 

like muscle and brain etc [2]. Finally, solid or dry phantoms have the advantage of keeping 

the ir shape for a long period of time and have stable characteristics. The se phantoms can be 

built from a single organ phantom to whole body phantoms, depending upon the application. 

2.5) Conclusion 

In this chapter, WBAN technology has been explained. Four types of systems were 

discussed, namely the on-body, off-body, on/off-body, and in-body technologies. The 

particularity of the WBAN systems, which enforces different restrictions on the antenna 

design, was discussed. Finally, different types of phantoms emulating the dielectric properties 

of human skin were presented comparatively. Sorne other concepts mentioned in the 

introduction shaH be the subject of further clarification throughout this manuscript, including 

the MIMO systems which are explained in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER3 

OVERVIEW OF MIMO SYSTEMS 

3.1) MIMO channel 

The limitations of SISO systems ( containing a single transmit antenna and a single 

antenna at the reception), due to the richness of multipath in a confined space such as a mine, 

have led researchers to consider alternative solutions in order to improve the capacity of the 

wireless systems. Renee, several studies have concluded that a system with multiple antennas 

at the transmission and at the reception takes advantage of the multipath to considerably 

improve the capacity ofthe radio link compared to a SISO system [32]. 

In fact, MIMO techniques are known to significantly improve the reliability of wireless 

systems by lowering the bit error rate (BER), improving the signal to noise ratio, and 

enhancing the capacity of the system. This could be achieved through diversity which proved 

to be powerful in lowering fading and improving the BER [2, 24, 33]. Diversity provides the 

best results when the fading at the different branches is uncorrelated and the branch signais 

have the same average power [33]. Usually, the higher order MIMO schemes are able to 

achieve the best performance in terms of BER. It was shown that a 4 x4 MIMO usmg space 

time codes, provide a better BER performance than a 2x2 or a 1 x 1 MIMO [24]. 

MIMO technology allows increasing the capacity of the wireless system without an 

increase in bandwidth. This increase in capacity is limited by the correlation and power 

imbalance among the spatial sub-channels, mutual coupling between the spatially separated 

antennas, and the presence of a strong direct link between the transmitter (Tx) and receiver 

(Rx) in the line-of-sight (LOS) transmission [34]. In an interesting on-body research, using 

two different models ofthree MIMO on-body channels each (using PIFA antennas), ergodic 

capacity performance has been examined in [35]. Results show that the belt head channel is 

comparable to a Rayleigh distribution, while the belt-chest exhibits a loss in MIMO capacity 

because of the presence of a strong LOS component [35]. 
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Figure 3-1 shows that MIMO systems offer a number of advantages in comparison to 

the SISO system having a single transmitting antenna and a single receiving antenna for an 

on-body application used by fire fighters [24]. 
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Figure 3-1. Improvement in terms ofBER and SNR for MIMO systems with respect to 
SISO systems for on-body application used by fire fighters using three different body s1zes 

[24] 

In general, it is demonstrated that MIMO systems (shown in figure 3-2) have the ability 

to turn multipath propagation, traditionally a disadvantage of wireless transmissions in a 

benefit to the user. They benefit from the random fading [36, 37], and the multipath [38, 39], 

for the purpose of expanding the transfer rates. 
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3.2) MIMO matrix 

The MIMO input-output relationship between rn transmit and n rece1ve antennas 1s 

described by the following equation [14]: 

Y=HX+N (3-1) 

where X is the [rn x 1] transmitted vector, Y is the [ n x 1] received vector, N is the receive 

additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector, and H is the n x rn channel matrix which for 

the case of the 2x2 MIMO considered channel is reduced to 

H=[hu h12] 
hzt hzz 

(3-2) 

where hii is the complex random variable that represents the complex sub-channel gain from 

the ith transmitting antenna to the jth receiving antenna. In our measurements, the values of 

the parameters S21 correspond to the different hii values. 

3.3) Correlation of the bran ch signais 

The correlation of the branch signais greatly affects the performance of a MIMO 

rece1ver. When the correlation is low, the branch signais fade differently, allowing an 

increase in the ergodic capacity at the receiver [2]. For most of the mobile communication 

scenarios, correlation coefficient of0.7 is considered suitable [33]. One useful measure ofthe 

branch correlation is the complex signal correlation coefficient ps, wich contains both the 

phase and amplitude correlation. 

(3-3) 

Where V1 and V2 represent the zero-meaned complex voltage signais of port 1 and 2, 

respectively and N is the total number of samples [2]. 
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3.4) MIMO channel capacity 

The channel capacity is a measure of the theoretical maximum data rate per unit of 

bandwidth that can be reliably transmitted through a certain channel [ 41]. 

In this thesis report, the MIMO channel capacity is used to measure the performance of 

the MIMO link taking in consideration the effect of the SNR and the multipath richness. 

Channel ergodic capacity for a regular SISO configuration is calculated using the well

known Shannon formula [20]: 

C5r50 [bpsjHz] = log 2 (1 + piHI 2
). (3-4) 

Where His the normalized channel response and p is the average signal to noise ratio (SNR). 

Similarly, the channel capacity with MIMO configuration is computed using the following 

formula [14]: 

CMrMo[bpsjHz] = log 2 (det[In + SNRav HH*]) (3-5) 
m 

Where His the normalized m x n channel response (rn 2:: n), SN Ra v is the average signal to 

noise ratio, ln is the n x n identity matrix, and * represents the complex conjugate transpose. 

In our case, H matrix is normalized such that at each realization, the square of its Frobenius 

norm is equal to the product ofits dimensions CIIHII~ = nm) [42, 43]. 

The Frobenius normalization method allows investigating the multipath richness of the 

environment [14]. The outage capacity, which is calculated from the CDF curves at a certain 

probability, ideally follows a Rayleigh distribution of the envelopes when subchannels of the 

MIMO system are independent and identically distributed (iid) and hence perfectly 

uncorrelated. This is however not true for practical systems, especially in the presence of a 

strong LOS component [ 14, 19]. 
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3.5) Conclusion 

In this chapter, the theoretical study of a MIMO communication system is presented. 

Then, the capacity formula for a SISO and a MIMO configuration was explained. Thus, 

MIMO systems seem very beneficiai for wireless communications, since the maximum 

theoretical bit rate increases with the number of antennas used, without any increase of the 

transmitted power, or the bandwidth of the signal. Therefore, it is now clear that our solution 

which consists of implementing and studying a MIMO WBAN system in underground mines, 

is clearly justified. While, we only used space diversity in this project, we are presenting the 

different kinds of diversity schemes, in the next chapter, to get the reader to understand this 

concept and appreciate its implementation m our project. 
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CHAPTER4 

DIVERSITY OVERVIEW 

Diversity refers to a method for improving the reliability of a communication system by 

using multiple communication channels to send or receive information [2]. Diversity is a 

well-known technique in combatting fading and co-channel interference and improving the 

bit error rate [2, 24, 33]. Diversity techniques benefit from the fact that different channels 

experience different levels of fading and interference to improve the gain and capacity of the 

system. The multipath richness is exploited to improve the diversity gain. The general idea is 

to use multiple uncorrelated branches with statistically independent fading characteristics. 

When the different channels are sufficiently separated in time, frequency, space, radiation 

pattern, and 1 or polarization, the fading on the individual channels will be independent due to 

the different channel conditions; hence, with proper combining ofthe branches, the SNR can 

be improved due to the deep fades reduction [2]. Figure 4-1 depicts an example of diversity at 

the reception. 

Diversity Branches 

~ 
Tx N 

Figure 4- 1. Diversity at the reception [2]. 
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4.1) Types of diversity 

Diversity can be applied in several ways: 

• Antenna diversity or space diversity, is a type of diversity that uses two or more 

antennas at the transmission or/and at the reception to improve the wireless link 

quality and reliability, by exploiting the multipath richness of the environment. It is 

mainly effective in urban and indoor environments where there is rarely a clear line

of-sight (LOS) [2]. The multipath components usually exhibits phase shifts, time 

delays, attenuations, and distortions and can destructively interfere with one another 

at a receiver. Space diversity, because of its inherent multi-view of the received 

signal, is effective at mitigating these multipath issues. In fact, the signal will fade 

differently at each antenna. Thus if one antenna experience a deep fade, it is unlikely 

that the other antennas will behave in the same manner. Hence the overall 

performance of the link is improved [2]. 

• Time Diversity consists of sending the same amplitude samples at different time slots. 

When the time slots separation is high enough (at least the reciprocal of the fading 

bandwidth), the sequential amplitude samples ofthe fading signal will be uncorrelated 

[2]. 

• Frequency Diversity consists of transmitting the signal over several frequency 

channels with a separation that is necessarily greater than the coherence bandwidth 

[2]. 

• Pattern Diversity consists ofusing directional antennas at either at the transmitter or at 

the receiver (such as a bearn switching array). The radiation patterns are directed in 

different angles undergoing different fading, and hence uncorrelated; ideally the 

different patterns should have a minimum overlap and a combination of patterns 

similar to an Omni-directional pattern [2]. 

• Polarization diversity consists of transmitting and receiving multiple verswns of a 

signal through antennas having different polarizations. A difference between the 

polarized components received at the receiver usually called the cross-polarization 

discrimination (XPD), must be low for effective polarization diversity to get a high 

diversity gain [2]. 
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4.2) Comparing the different types of diversity 

This section examines the differences between the different types of diversity as 

presented in [ 44]. This investigation showed that using spatial, polarization, or pattern 

diversity, diversity gains of 7-10 dB are achievable at the 99% probability level. Diversity 

gain of 8 to 9 dB is typical in NLOS indoor and outdoor channels using antenna spacings as 

small as 0.1--0.15/.. [44]. The same research indicates that polarization diversity 

configurations can increase SNR by 12 dB or more in certain cases by eliminating 

polarization mismatch. In general, space diversity performs better than other types of 

diversities when the incoming angles of arrivai are uniform such as in the open surface 

communications. Space or pattern diversity outperform the polarization diversity in a 

situation where the transmitted wave is not heavily depolarized (such as the LOS situations) 

due to a high XPD [2]. In NLOS scenario the performance of the polarization diversity is 

comparable to that of a space diversity [2]. Polarization diversity has the advantage over 

space diversity in terms of economizing the cost because it can be designed using a single 

multi-polarization antenna, contrary to the space diversity [2]. 

4.3) Diversity gain 

One parameter which measures the improvements in the signal strength, SNR, or BER 

due to the use of diversity is diversity gain. It provides a good incite on the improvement in 

the communication quality due to diversity. Diversity gain is measured at a certain outage 

probability (usually 1% or 10% probability level), by comparing the values of the signal 

strength, for example, of the diversity combined signal with that of the strongest branch 

signal as seen in figure 4-2 [2]. 
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where Pd iv , Pref, PdBdiv , and Pd Bref are respectively the power lev el of the diversity 

combined signal, the power level of the reference signal (which is strongest among the 

branch signais) and those same parameters expressed in dBs at a certain probability level. 

Diversity gain can also be presented in terms of SNR or BER and is inversely dependent 

upon the correlation and the power difference among the branch signais [44, 45, 46]. Results 

from experimental investigations and comparison of antenna diversity techniques for on-body 

and off-body radio propagation channels show that for rich multipath environment the 

diversity gain is higher for the non-line of sight cases compared to the line-of-sight scenarios; 

it was also observed that off-body diversity is almost 50% more efficient than on-body 

diversity (50% more DG for the off-body) [47]. 

-40 
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4.4) Conclusion 

In this chapter, we presented an overvtew of diversity which is used to improve the 

performance and overcome fading. This requires a sufficient separation of the different 

channels intime, frequency, space, radiation pattern, and 1 or polarization, in order to achieve 

deep fades reduction and an overa11 improvement in SNR. Different types of diversity have 

been compared, and the diversity gain parameter has been introduced as a mean to measure 

the improvements in the signal strength. While the previous sections talked about the WBAN 

systems and the importance of diversity for a good WBAN communication, the next section 

will talk about the core concept ofthis project, which is the channel characterization. 
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CHAPTERS 

CHANNEL CHARACTERIZATION OVERVIEW 

When an electromagnetic wave propagates through a radio channel, it is affected by 

diverse phenomenon, affecting its quality and sometimes severely harming the 

communication link. These propagation issues are generally attributed to reflection, 

diffraction, and scattering, which will be discussed in the following sections. In indoor 

environments as it is the case for a mine gallery, the direct line of sight path is sometimes 

obstructed by the different objects and natural obstacle potentially causing a severe 

diffraction loss. As a result, multiple reflections occur allowing a multitude of paths of 

different lengths, between the transmitter and the receiver. At the receiver, the beams arriving 

through the different paths will interact causing multipath fading at a specifie location, and 

the signal strength will decrease with distance. Different propagation models are available to 

predict the wave propagation. Large scale propagation models predict the mean signal 

strength as a function of the Tx-Rx separation. On the other hand, small scale propagation 

models predict the rapid fluctuations in the received signal over short distances (a few 

wavelengths). The free space propagation model predicts the signal strength at line of sight 

situations, where the Tx-Rx link is not obstructed. The well-known Friis formula categorizes 

this received signal as follow: 

Pr _ Gt.Gr( À )2 - ----
Pt L 4nd 

(5-1 ) 

Where Pr, Pt, Gr, Gt are respectively the received power at a distance d, the transmitted 

power, the receiver antenna gain, and the transmitter antenna gain. À is the wavelength, d is 

the Tx-Rx separation, and Lis the system loss (L~ 1). 

The channel characterization is a process that studies the channel properties of a 

communication link. It is a study of the signal propagation from the transmitter to the receiver 

which represents the combined effect of different phenomena such as, scattering, fading, and 
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power decay with distance. Important channel parameters are of interest, namely the RMS 

delay spread, the path loss, the coherence bandwidth and the channel capacity. 

This knowledge of the transmission channel in an underground mining environment is 

essential for the design of transmission systems that meets the need of miners. Following 

recent underground mining accidents, the development of a system dedicated to miner safety 

communications has become a primary need. 

The characterization of the propagation channel consists in determining the parameters 

of the channel in order to understand the propagation mechanism or build a propagation 

model describing the behavior of the channel. 

5.1) Large-scale channel characterization 

Large-scale channel characterization consists of path loss (PL) and shadowing effect. 

Path loss is defined as the ratio of the received signal power to the transmit signal power [21]. 

In addition to free-space loss, the WBAN channel endures additional losses due to the 

shadowing obstacles, oxygen absorption, and rain attenuation. This poses a severe challenge 

in delivering a gigabit wireless transmission with reliable link margin. 

Shadowing signifies the average signal power received over a large area (a few tens of 

wavelengths) due to the dynamic evolution of propagation paths, whereby new paths arise 

and old paths disappear [21]. V arious measurement results reported in the literature have 

shown that the shadowing fading is log-normally distributed [ 48, 49]. Figure 5-1 presents a 

typical example of signal propagation in an indoor environment highlighting the types of 

fading [57]. Figure 5-2 shows the oxygen absorption and rain attenuation vs frequency. 
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5.2) Small-scale channel characterization 

Small-scale channel characterization consists of small scale fading which is caused by 

the multipath signais that arrive at the receiver with random phases that add constructively or 

destructively. Small-scale fading causes rapid changes in signal amplitude over a small 

distance (less than 10 wavelengths). Over this small local area, the small-scale fading is 

approximately superimposed on the constant large-sc ale fading [21]. The multipath 

components cause the small sc ale fading effects that manifest in the following ways [21]: 

• Steep fluctuations in the received signal through small distance intervals. 

• Random frequency shifts due to the Doppler Effect on the different multipath 

signais. 

• Time dispersion caused by the different multipath delays . 

Small scale fading is especially of importance in urban area, tunnels, and galleries, where 

the direct line of sight is not always present, and the environment is rich in reflectors and 

scattering objects. Even in the presence of a LOS, the reflections from ground and other 

objects will cause multipath propagation. There are several physical factors which may affect 

the small scale fading. 

• Multipath propagation caused by the presence of reflecting or scattering 

objects and in the channel. As a result, multiple repli cas of the signal arrive at 

the receiver with different delays. The different multipath signais have random 

phases and amplitudes. When combining at the receiver, they result in random 

fluctuations in the received signal. 

• The relative motion between the transmitter and the receiver will result in 

random frequency shifts of the multipath components due to the Doppler 

Effect. 

• The movement of the surrounding objects will induce a time varying Doppler 

shifts in the multipath signais contributing to the small scale fading. 

• The transmitted signal bandwidth will cause a distortion in the received signal 

if it is bigger that the multipath channel bandwidth. 
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5.3) WBAN channel characterization 

The WBAN communication channels have many particularities that distinguish them 

from the regular RF system. In regular RF urban environments, the RF signal is mainly 

affected by the multipath and the shadow fading especially in a scattering environment or in 

NLOS situations. In the WBAN channels, the signal is also affected by the mere presence of 

the human body, which tends to damp the electromagnetic signal very strongly, especially at 

high frequencies. The choice ofthe antenna and their location on the body, and the choice of 

the operating frequency are therefore of outmost importance in order to achieve optimum 

performance. The on-body channel characterization at 2.45 GHz is performed for fourteen 

on-body channels in [50]. Furthermore, the link loss has been measured both in an anechoic 

chamber and in other surroundings, such as a laboratory; significant differences between the 

path loss of the different environments have be en noticed in [51]. In off-body 

communication, human body-shadowing and time-varying fading may cause fluctuations in 

received signal characteristics, and hence affect the SNR and BER. This deterioration in the 

quality of the communications link can be mitigated through the use of spatial diversity at the 

receiver, which aims to rem ove deep fade and increase the mean received signallevel [27]. 

5.4) Phenomenon affecting radio signal propagation inside a mine 

The mining environment is a type of indoor environment, exhibiting many challenges to 

a wireless communication link. The characteristics of this environment are different from 

those of outdoor environments, due to the abundance of various factors affecting the radio 

propagation. These physical phenomena affecting radio wave encompass the following 

categories [52]: 

• Fading which 1s the deviation of the attenuation affecting a signal over certain 

propagation media due to shadowing from obstacles orto multipath propagation. 

• Diffraction which consists of the different phenomena that occur when a wave 

encounters an obstacle or a slit that has sharp irregularities ( edges ), resulting on the 

occurrence of secondary waves around the diffracting object. 

• Reflection which is the change in direction of a wave at the interface of two media. 

Electromagnetic waves reflect easily and totally on the metallic mediums. 
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• Scattering which occurs in the presence of a large number of objects per unit of 

volume, with dimensions that are small compared to the signal 's wavelength. 

• Dispersion which is the phenomenon in which the phase velocity of a wave depends 

on its frequency. 

• Waveguide effect which appears in a guided passage such as a tunnel or an 

underground gallery. In such an environment, the waves propagate along the direction 

ofthe guide. 

The waves emitted during a radio communication generally undergo a combination of 

the se phenomena. Therefore, the transmitted wave propagates along a multitude of paths. The 

received signal is the sum of all received beams along the different paths. This effect can 

cause destructive or constructive interference. It is also responsible for the observed 

fluctuations in the received signal, generally known as the fading. The parameters of a 

propagation channel are: 

• Mitigation of power due to the distance, also known as the path los s. 

• The amplitude variations due to obstacles, also known as the shadowing. 

• The variations in amplitude and phase due to multipath. 

Consequently, in order to mitigate the effects of the above mentioned phenomena, special 

attention should be taken in the design of antennas, their placement and their orientation. In 

the off-body communication, antennas should have radiation patterns directed away from the 

body, providing adequate coverage, and must be isolated from the body to avoid the effect of 

human body on the performance of the antenna [2]. In fact, the most important factor 

affecting the quality of the propagation in the off-body technology is shadowing. This is due 

to the movement of pedestrians clogging the radio off-body link and producing the effects of 

multipath. It has been found that the use of multiple antenna techniques (MIMO) reduces the 

effect ofmulti-paths on the off-body link [27]. 

In on-body environment, the link between the transmitter and receiver is affected by the 

movement of the body and on the antenna position on the body. Hence, it is of great 

importance to carefully choose the antenna type and properly locate it on the body. From 

among the difficulties associated with the on-body channel characterization is the non-
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stationary state of the human body in normal activities due to different kind of movements; 

this affects the Tx-Rx link and makes LOS communication rare in most cases. Therefore, in 

order to characterize the radio wave propagation, one need to take into consideration the 

variable positioning of the terminais on the body and the dramatic changes in the geometry of 

the local environment. Moreover, one should bear in mind that the antenna performance, 

nam ely the input match and radiation pattern, is affected by the local geometry changes due 

to the movement. Hence, in order to enable a maximum channel capacity and minimum 

power consumption, one should consider the changes in the antenna positioning and the 

propagation Joss during the design of the transceivers. 

5.5) Channel parameters 

5.5.1) Channel impulse response 

A transmitted signal undergoes a filtering effect caused by the propagation channel prior 

to reaching the receiving antenna. The filtering nature of the channel is caused by the 

summation of the multiple arriving waves 'amplitudes and phases at any instant oftime [21]. 

A static channel c an be con si dered as a linear ti me invariant fil ter wi th an impulse response 

h(t) when it exhibits little or no changes over time. When it varies over time, due to the 

m obility of the recei vers -transmi tt ers environm ent, the equivalent fi !ter will be varying over 

time. 

s(t) 
Propagation channel-Linear filter 
representation 

Figure 5- 3. Propagation channellinear filter representation [21] 

x(t) 

In general, the transmitted and the received baseband signais are related by the well

known simple convolution: 

x(t) = h(t) ®s(t) (5-2) 

where h(t) and s(t) are respective! y the impulse response of the propagation channel and the 

input signal. 

The time invariant channel input response is described by the following formula [21]: 
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(5-3) 

Where ai and ()i are the amplitude and phase ofthe ith arriving multipath component; 8 is the 

Kronecker delta function. 

Actually, a short duration probing pulse 1s used instead of the unachievable delta 

function, during measurement. 

In a mining environment, the propagation channel WBAN can be described by an 

impulse response h (t) where t denotes the time ofthe various paths ofthe transmitted signal. 

The WBAN is considered a quasi-static channel when the distance between the transmitting 

and receiving antennas at each measuring instant is fixed (the channel remains constant 

during the transmission). The impulse response is generally obtained by the inverse Fourier 

transform of the measured frequency response H (f) that is usually obtained using a vector 

network analyzer (VNA). As demonstrated in Figure 5-4, a frequency sweeper (used by the 

VNA) scans, in a discrete sense, a particular frequency band centered on the design 

frequency. The S-parameter test set transmits a known signallevel at port one and monitors 

the signal level at port 2 for each frequency step. Renee, the complex frequency response, 

which is nothing more than the transmission coefficient S21 (f), is determined. An inverse 

discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) is then used to convert back to the time domain, hence 

giving a band limited version ofthe impulse response [21]. 

As for the MIMO impulse response, an inverse discrete Fourier transform is applied to 

the measured frequency-domain S21 sets of values allowing to determine the sub-channels' 

impulse responses; then, the MIMO channel impulse response is calculated as the arithmetic 

mean of all sub-channels' impulse responses, for each distance. Usually, the line of sight 

signal carries the highest power among the multipath received signais. In addition, it is 

expected that the LOS component is stronger for the smaller transmitter-receiver (Tx-Rx) 

separations, and gradually lessens in value as we increase this separation. 
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Figure 5-4. Frequency domain channel impulse response measurement system [21] 

The impulse response provides sorne valuable information about the channel. When 

plotted, it gives us a visual understanding of how strong are the multipath components. 

Furthermore, and with sorne minor processing, the impulse response is used to derive other 

important channel parameters such as the coherence bandwidth and the time delay spread, as 

it will be detailed in the following subsections, through the determination of the power delay 

profile. The power delay profile (PDP) is defined as a statistical average of the magnitude 

squared of the impulse response; the average concems the different impulse responses at 

severa! random instants (close enough in time to insure the same channel conditions). The 

PDP is represented by the following formula [53]: 

PDP (t) = (lh(t) 12 ) (5-4) 

In our measurements, the scattering parameters S21 are measured over a certain 

bandwidth and the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transformation (IDFT) is applied. Hence, the 

power delay profile (PDP) is estimated by averaging 6 static measurements taken at the 

different positions of the receive antenna. The random nature of the snap shots insures the 
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assumed statistically independent measurements. An example of the PDP is represented in 

Figure 5-5. 
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Figure 5- 5. An ex ample of the PDP for radio propagation measurements inside a gold mine 
[53] 

As a secondary usefulness, the impulse response is used to verify the measurements 

accuracy, by recalculating the distance where the LOS component is received using the old 

relation (Time x speed of the electromagnetic wave), and checking that this calculated 

distance is matching the intended distance during measurements. 
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5.5.2) Path loss 

Path loss represents the reduction in power density (attenuation) of an electromagnetic 

wave as it propagates through space. It may be due to different effects, such as free-space 

loss, and oxygen/rain absorption. 

The path loss is defined as the ratio of the transmitted power to the local average of the 

received power [19]; it is theoritically represented as follows: 

(5-5) 

Where Gx,y,f is the spatial sub-channel path gain at a given frequency sample and a given 

snapshot and ~ is the expectation operator over all receiving antennas, transmitting antennas, 

frequencies, and snapshots [ 19]. 

For the SISO system, the path loss is obtained by averaging the path gains over the 

frequencies samples and the different snapshots [1 ], thus a special case of Eq. 5-5 which 

reduces it to the following expression: 

(5-6) 

Where PL(d(p)) denotes the path loss at a given positionp (with Tx-Rx separation d(p)) and 

Ns and Nf are the total number of snapshots and frequency samples, respectively. HJ (n) 

stands for the measured S21 parameter corresponding to the pth position, the lh snapshot, and 

the nth frequency sample [ 1]. 

When expressed in terms of the Tx-Rx distance, the path loss can be modeled as [1 9]: 

PL(d) = PLd8 (d0 ) + 10. a.log10 (:J + X (5-7) 
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where P Lct8 ( d0 ) is the mean path loss at the reference distance d0 , dis the distance where 

the path loss is calculated, a is the path loss exponent which is determined using the least 

square linear regression analysis for instance, and X is a zero mean Gaussian variable (in dB) 

reproducing the shadowing effect. 

5.5.3) Rl\llS delay spread and Coherence bandwidth 

The RMS delay spread is a parametter that quantifies the time dispersive properties of a 

multipath channel; it is deterrnined using the following expression [21]: 

LRMS = .Jrz- f 2 (5-8) 

Where the parameter f 2 represents the second moment of the power delay profile (PDP) and 

:ris the mean ex cess delay which can be formulated as follows : 

(5-9) 

Where p(tk) denotes the power of the kth path and tk its corresponding delay; the delays are 

measured relative to the first detectable signal aniving at the receiver. The parameter a~ is 

the overall time average of the squared magnitude of the channel impulse response. In indoor 

radio channels, typical values of theRMS delay spread are in the order ofnanoseconds, while 

they are in the microseconds range for outdoor radio channels as depicted by table. 5-1 [21 ]. 

Table 5-1. Typical Measmed Values ofRMS Delay Spread [21] 

Environment Frequency RMS Delay 
Notes Reference 

(MHz) Spread (o~) 

Urban 910 1300 ns avg. . New York City [Cox75) 
600 ns s t. dev. 
3500 ns max. 

Urban 892 10-25 J!S Worst case San Francisco [Rap90] 

Suburban 910 200-310 ns Averaged typica1 case ICox72] 

Suburban 910 1960-2110 ns Averaged extreme case [Cox72] 

Jndoor 1500 10-50 ns Office build ing [Sal87) 
25 ns median 

Indoor 850 270ns max. Office building {Dev90a) 

lndoor 1900 70-9<l ll8 avg. Three San Francisco {Sei92a) 
1470 ns max. buildings 
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The coherence bandwidth is a channel parameter derived directly from theRMS delay 

spread. It is a well-known statistical measure of the range of frequencies over which the 

channel can be considered flat. In other words, it is the frequency range where two frequency 

components have a strong potential for amplitude correlation; hence in this range the 

different frequencies are affected in similar manner by the channel, in terms of amplitude 

[21]. The coherence bandwidth is an important parameter that is usually used to classify 

multipath fading into flat fading or frequency-selective fading depending on the channels' 

coherence bandwidth value relative to that of the transmitted signal. If the bandwidth of the 

signal is less than the coherence bandwidth ofthe channel, the channel's fading is said to be 

flat; in the opposite case, we are dealing with a frequency selective fading. The coherence 

bandwidth is calculated for a 50% correlation by adopting the following usual approximation 

[21 ]. 

(5-10) 

For a more strict definition, where the frequency correlation function is required to be 

above O. 9, th en the coherence bandwidth is approximated by the following equation [21]. 

B ~ 1 
C- 50TRMS 

(5-11) 

In general, the coherence bandwidth and the RMS delay spread describe the time 

depressiveness ofthe channel, without giving any information about the time variation of the 

channel, which is sufficient and useful for static channels. 

5.6) Different types of channel mo dels 

In order to investigate the performance of WBAN communication channels, channel 

modelling could be adopted. Different type of models exist to characterize the WBAN 

propagation channels. These models exhibits different advantages and a choice between 

models depends on the compromise between complexity and accuracy. While the purpose of 
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this thesis is limited to channel characterization, we chose to introduce briefly the channel 

modelling be cause of its importance in the signal propagation studies. 

5.6.1) Deterministic modeling 

There exist three types of deterministic modeling: the closed-form approach, empirical 

(based on measurement) approach, and ray tracing approach. An example of the closed-form 

approach is the two-path signal mo del [ 48], which is a simple model that allows theoretical 

analysis for different transmission schemes, but fails to give a realistic representation of the 

channel. The empirical approach uses channel parameters from the data collected in channel 

measurements conducted in a specifie environment, to extract the channel parameters of this 

environment. This model is very accurate but requires a large amount of measurement data, 

which makes it complex and site specifie. The ray tracing approach uses advanced 

electromagnetic theory and simulation tools (such as the uniform theory of diffraction and 

finite difference time domain) in developing the desired channel model. It requires the map of 

the site and defines the location ofthe different objects within the site. It is also environment

specific and very complex [ 48]. 

5.6.2) Stochastic modeling 

Stochastic modeling is very popular and off ers a good tradeoff between complexity and 

accuracy. Measurement data collected in a large array of locations within the environment 

under study allow developing stochastic models which provide a good statistical 

representation of the channel. This data allow the derivation of the probability density 

function (PDF) of the channel as well as the channel impulse response (CIR), which are 

needed for simulation purposes. One of the advantages of stochastic modeling is that it allows 

replicating various other different scenarios such as non-line-of-sight (NLOS) or other 

environments that share the same PDF by setting the channel parameters to the appropriate 

values. 

5.7) Conclusion 

This chapter explains the channel characterization, which consists in determining the 

parameters of the propagation channel in order to understand the propagation mechanism. It 
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details the stocastic approach used to studdy the signal propagation for a WBAN channel 

inside a mine galery. Large scale and small scale channel characterizations were described in 

terms of the ir related parametters. Moreover, the theoritical analysis of the channel impulse 

response, path loss, RMS delay spread, and coherence bandwidth is expounded in this 

chapter. Finally, different types of channel modelling have been described in this section to 

show the usefulness of the channel charcterization and modelling in predicting the behavior 

of a propagation channel. The theoritical background presented in this chapter and the 

previous chapters, is meant to enable the reader to understand the experimental results, for 

which the measurement environement and procedure are desribed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER6 

WBAN IN UNDERGROUND MINES 

6.1) Measurement environment 

Measurements campaigns were conducted in an underground gold mine. It is a former 

gold mine located near Val d'Or in Quebec (approximately 530 kilometers north-west of 

Montreal) and is managed by the Mining and Mineral Sciences Laboratories-Canadian Center 

for Minerais and Energy Technology (MMSL-CANMET). The gallery is located at the 40m 

underground level. It stretches over a length about 140 rn with a width and height of about 

3m. Photography of the underground gallery is shown in figure 6-1. 

Figure 6- 1. Photography of the mine gallery 

The environment consists mainly of very rough walls and uneven floor. Along these 

walls, cables and pipes are stretched (near the ceiling). The temperature is stable at 6 ° C, 

with a humidity level of nearly 100% throughout the year and water dripping through the 
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walls. There are sorne water puddles with different dimensions in a dusty environment. Metal 

rods and screens cover the ceiling of the gallery contributing to multipath phenomenon. 

Figure 6-3 shows the 40 rn level plan of the mine gallery. The site chosen allows a direct 

line of sight (LOS) communication in a well-controlled environment. It is an ideal 

environment to study the LOS and NLOS multipath propagation. Figure 6-2 and figure 6-3 

provide a graphie representation of the measurement environment. 

Toxic Gas Sensor 

Access Point 

EKG Sensor 

Figure 6- 2. Representation ofthe WBAN system in a mine environment 
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Figure 6- 3. Plan and photo capture of the measurement environment 

6.2) Measurement campaign 

The first step of the measurements' campaign is the system calibration. After the 

calibration, all the parameters were configured, namely the transmitting power, the Frequency 

range, and the number of points as presented m table 6-1. 
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Table 6- 1. Measurement parameters 

Equipment Parameter Value 

Frequency 
2GHz-3GHz 

range 

Number of 
VNA (of type points 

6401 

Anritsu) 
Sweep time Auto 

Full-2-port 

Calibration (Tx power = -10 

dBm) 

Gender Male 

Human body Height 180cm 

Weight 75 kg 

Type Monopole and patch 

Distance to 
5-lOmm Antenna 

body 

Orientation Head to Head 

The goal ofthe measurements is to investigate the small and the large scale variations in 

the fading signal. Large-scale channel characterization consists of path loss (PL) and 

shadowing effect, while the small-scale channel characterization consists of small scale 

fading which is caused by the multipath propagation. Two measurement scenario were 

considered. 
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6.2.1) On-body measurement procedure 

In order to characterize the on-body SISO and MIMO channels in a mining environment 

at 2.45 GHz, three on-body channels were considered for the measurements. For each on

body channel, the transmitting antenna set (T x) was placed at the le ft si de position of the belt. 

The receiving antenna set (Rx) was placed altematively at the right side of the ch est (Rx 1 ), 

the right side of the head (Rx 2), and at the right wrist position (Rx 3), thus forming three on

body channels: belt-chest, belt-wrist, and belt- head as shown in figure 6-4. The transmitting 

antenna set was placed to point upward, and the receiving antenna set was pointing 

downward. The distance between the body and the antenna was kept at about 5-10 mm. The 

transmitting and receiving antennas were connected to the two ports of the vector network 

analyzer (VNA), after calibrating the VNA with the cables connected to it. The noise floor 

for the measurement was considered at -80dBm. Figure 6-5 shows the human test subject and 

antenna connections in the mine environment. The measurements were conducted in the 

CANMET gold mine near Val d'Or in Canada. A photo ofthe mine at the 40m level, where 

measurements were conducted, is shown in figure 6-3. This mine environment is very rough, 

dusty, and humid. The temperature is about 6° C throughout the year. The experiments were 

performed on a 1.80m, 75kg human male subject, in the 40m underground level of the mine. 

In order to study the significance of using MIMO on the results, a 2x2 MIMO monopole 

antenna set was used in addition to the SISO antenna set. During measurements, 6 data 

snapshots were collected, and the S21 parameter values are recorded for 6401 frequency 

samples around the center frequency of 2.45GHz at each scenario. 
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Figure 6- 4. Antenna positions for the on-body measurements 

Figure 6- 5. On-body measurements test set up in a mine gallery 

6.2.2) Off-body measurement procedure 

In order to characterize the off-body SISO and MIMO channels propagation in this mine 

gallery at the 2.45 GHz band, the transmitting antennas were placed at a fixed position in the 

middle of the mine pathway (40m underground). The receiving antennas were placed on the 

right side of the ch est of a 1.80m, 75kg male subject wearing a miner' s outfit. Two types of 

MIMO antennas were used during the measurements, namely a 2x2 MIMO monopole 
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antenna set and a 2x2 MIMO patch antenna set. Both the transmit and the receive antenna 

elements are separated by a halfwavelength distance, thus approximately 6 cm. During the 

measurements, 6 data snapshots were collected at each distance, from a distance of lm 

through Sm away fi·om the transmitter, as shown in figure 6-6 and figure 6-7. The 

transmitting and receiving antennas were connected to the two ports of the previously 

calibrated vector network analyzer (VNA). At each snapshot, the S21 values were recorded 

for 6401 frequency samples around the center frequency of 2.45 GHz, as indicated in Table 

6-1. The noise floor for the measurements was considered at -90 dBm. 

distance=1m to 5m 
TX 

VNA of type Anritsu 

Figure 6- 6. Off-body measurement setup 
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Figure 6- 7. A photo of the off-body measurement setup 

6.3) Measurement equipment 

• -···- ..., ···- -···- -- -••• ---

To TX To RX 

Figure 6- 8. A picture of the VNA used in on-body and off-body experiments 
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Figure 6- 9. Omni -directional and patch antenna used in our proj ect 

Table 6- 2. Measurements' equipment for on-body and off-body experiments 

Equipment Characteristics 
Patch antenna In !ab manufactured antenna, 2.4 GHz, 

estimated 5 dBi at 2.4G Hz 
Monopole antenna RD2458-5, 3dBi at 2.4GHz 

Cables StonnProduct true-blue sene -
Attenuation-Nominal @ 2 GHz 
0.11 OdB/ft 

VNA Anritsu MS464 7 A, 10 MHz to 70 GHz 

Anritsu's MS4647 A VNA is a 2 port VNA that offers the bro adest coverage in a single 2 

port instrument, 10 MHz to 7 0 GHz in a single instrument. lt o !fers a system dynamic range 

at port 1 or 2 as follows of 122dB (0.01 to 2.5GHz) and 116dB (2.5 to SGHz); the receiver 

compensation (at port 1 or 2) i s 1 OdB m and the noise llo oris -Il OdB m. The power range is 

+12 to -25dBm (for 0.01 to 2.5GHz), and +6 to -25dBm (for 2.5-SGHz), with a power 

accuracy of +/-1. SdB. The frequency resolution is !Hz, with accuracy of Sx 1 o·1 Hz/Hz. A 

typical 2011 s/point is achieved with 250 00 points in swept mo de [54]. 
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1

10 2 . 001406250 - 5. 999758E+001 2 . 001406250 - 143.1994000 
11 2 . 001562500 - 6 . 012484E+001 2 . 001562500 -144 . 5457000 

112 2 . 001718750 - 5. 981043E+001 2 . 001718750 -144. 4632000 
11 3 2 . 001875000 - 5. 979582E+001 2 . 001875000 - 147. 3622000 
14 2 . 002031 250 - 5. 979286E+001 2 . 002031 250 -146. 6740000 

!1 s 2 . 002187soo - 5. 969761E+001 2 . 002187soo -146. 9762ooo 
116 2 . 002343750 - 5 . 985317 E+001 2 . 002343750 -146.1204000 
117 2 . 002500000 - 5. 992878E+001 2 . 002500000 -146.1133000 

1

18 2 . 002656250 - 6 . 005640E+001 2 . 002656250 - 147.1117000 
19 2 . 00281 2500 - 5. 971186E+001 2 . 002812500 -149. 0818000 

120 2 . 002968750 - 5. 969112E+001 2 . 002968750 -146. 9872000 

1

21 2 . 0031 25000 - 5. 955787E+001 2 . 0031 25000 - 147. 01 31000 
22 2 . 003281 250 - 5. 97501 2E+001 2 . 003281 250 -148. 3270000 

1
23 2 . 003437500 - 5. 958792E+001 2 . 003437500 -148 . 6034000 

1
24 2 . 003593750 - 5 . 960225E+001 2 . 003593750 -149 . 3066000 
25 2 . 003750000 - 5. 951204E+001 2 . 003750000 -149.1174000 

126 2 . 003906250 - 5. 977505E+001 2 . 003906250 -150. 21 50000 
1l27 2 . 004062500 - 5. 967335E+001 2 . 004062500 -150. 0774000 
28 2 . 004218750 - 5. 966980E+001 2 . 004218750 -148 . 6674000 
29 2 . 004375000 - 5. 954507E+001 2 . 004375000 - 150. 8961000 
j30 2 . 004531 250 - 5. 957541E+001 2 . 004531 250 -150 . 8796000 
31 2 . 004687500 - 5. 949991E+001 2 . 004687500 -150. 8378000 
32 2 . 004843750 - 5 . 937963E+001 2 . 004843750 -153. 2930000 
33 2 . 005000000 - 5. 960226E+001 2 . 005000000 -150 . 5282000 
34 2 . 005156250 - 5. 953682E+001 2 . 005156250 -151. 5565000 
35 2 . 00531 2500 - 5. 922464E+001 2 . 005312500 -151. 4641000 
36 2 . 005468750 - 5. 930595E+001 2 . 005468750 -151. 5269000 
37 2 . 005625000 - 5. 916336E+001 2 . 005625000 - 152. 6710000 
38 2 . 005781 250 - 5. 927577E+001 2 . 005781 250 -153. 0634000 

j39 2 . 005937500 - 5. 928174E+001 2 . 005937500 -152. 4758000 
'40 2 . 006093750 - 5 . 9191 28E+001 2 . 006093750 -153. 8032000 

1
41 2 . 006250000 - 5. 910254E+001 2 . 006250000 -154 . 4552000 
42 2 . 006406250 - 5. 908219 E+001 2 . 006406250 -154 . 1322000 
43 2 . 006562500 - 5. 892239E+001 2 . 006562500 -153. 6339000 
44 2 . 006718750 - 5. 901 337E+001 2 . 006718750 -156 .41 25000 
45 2 . 006875000 - 5. 897984E+001 2 . 006875000 - 154 . 5611000 

1

46 2 . 007031 250 - 5. 881155E+001 2 . 007031 250 -156. 0426000 
47 2 . 007187500 - 5. 885757E+001 2 . 007187500 -156. 7758000 
'48 2 . 007343750 - 5. 861242E+001 2 . 007343750 - 1 56.1931000 

1

49 2 . 007500000 - 5. 853476E+001 2 . 007500000 -156 . 0205000 
50 2 . 007656250 - 5. 868357E+001 2 . 007656250 -155. 0836000 
51 2 . 00781 2500 - 5. 877993E+001 2 . 007812500 -158. 3514000 

1

52 2 . 007968750 - 5. 8571 58E+001 2 . 007968750 -158. 0418000 
53 2 . 0081 25000 - 5. 871 248E+001 2 . 0081 25000 - 158. 8837000 
54 2 . 008281 250 - 5. 852905E+001 2 . 008281 250 -159. 0411000 
55 2 . 008437500 - 5. 8381 23E+001 2 . 008437500 -159. 7619000 
56 2 . 008593750 - 5. 821 304E+001 2 . 008593750 -160. 0239000 
57 2 . 008750000 - 5. 846538E+001 2 . 008750000 -161 .3145000 
58 2 . 008906250 - 5. 8141 25E+001 2 . 008906250 -162. 7707000 
59 2 . 009062500 - 5.833948E+001 2 . 009062500 -161. 5818000 
• 

Figure 6- 1 O. Measurements output file of extension. TXT 
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The VNA output file consists of the necessary data that are used in the post processing 

MATLAB codes in the signal propagation studies. The file contains a header with the date 

and time of the measurements, the intermediate frequency (IF) bandwidth and the parameters 

measured. The default number of columns is nine columns where the first column gives the 

discrete frequencies measured, and the subsequent columns denote the different magnitudes 

and phases of the S parameters. In our case, we modified the number of columns to only 

in elude the parameters of importance, namely the S21 parameter (magnitude and phase), as 

seen in figure 6-10. 

The StormProduct true-blue series cables are designed for low loss, durability, general 

purpose test applications, and production testing. Their design covers frequencies from DC to 

50 GHz, and is able to withstand temperature ranging from-54° C through + 100° C. A low 

attenuation ofO.llOdB/ft. at 2GHz is suitable for RF and microwave applications [54]. 

The RD2458-5 series of omnidirectional antennas offer a high-gain of 3 dB @ 2.4 GHz 

and are designed for indoor use. Their gain and pattern characteristics make it suitable for on

body and off-body applications [56]. 

The patch antenna is designed with a gain of about 5dBi and radiates toward the upper 

hemisphere [53]. 

6.4) Conclusion 

In this chapter, the measurement environment and procedures are described for the on

body and off-body sets of experiments. The equipment used for this project have been 

described, in terms oftheir technical specifications. The experimental results and analysis are 

the subj ect of the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 7 

RE SUL TS AND ANAL YSIS 

7.1) On-body channel results 

Three on-body channels (namely Belt-Head, Belt-Chest, and Belt-wrist) were 

characterized with the body at different postures corresponding to standard miners body 

states. The channel parameters were determined as described below. 

7.1.1) Channel impulse response 

By applying an inverse Fourier transform to the measured S21 values, the channel 

impulse response is determined for the SISO and MIMO antenna setups, for the on-body 

measurements inside a mine gallery. In the SISO configuration, figure 7-1 graphs show a 

stronger line of sight (LOS) component for the belt-chest channel (-53dBm) compared to the 

belt-wrist (-70dBm) and the belt head channel (-64dBm), with -lOdBm transmitted power. 

This is due to the direct visibility provided by the belt-chest channel. The belt-chest channel 

is also the strongest for the MIMO configuration (-5ldBm), as shown in figure 7-2. 
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7.1.2) RMS delay spread and coherence bandwidth 

66 

The RMS delay spread quantifies the time dispersive properties of a multipath channel. It 

roughly characterizes the multipath propagation in the delay domain [53]. The RMS delay 

spread has been derived from the measured Power Delay Profile using (5-8) and (5-9). 
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The coherence bandwidth is inversely proportional to the RMS delay spread and 

measures statistically the range of frequencies over which the channel can be considered flat 

[21]. The coherence bandwidth is calculated using (5-10) or (5-11). 

Results show values of theRMS delay spread for the SISO on-body channels that are in 

the order of 18.5-88 ns and the coherence bandwidth (at 50% correlation) in the range of 2.3-

10.8 MHz as shown in table 7-1. For a MIMO on-body system, the results show the values of 

the RMS delay spread that are in the order of 18-90 ns and the values of the coherence 

bandwidth (at 50% correlation) in the range of 2.2-10.7 MHz. The MIMO on-body channel 

parameters are represented in table 7-2. 

7.1.3) Channel capacity 

The capacity of the SISO channel (plotted in Figure 7-3) is deduced from measurements 

using the Shannon formula (3-4). Similarly, the capacity of the MIMO channel (plotted in 

Figure 7-4) is deduced from the measurements using formula (3-5), described before. 

The results show that the channel capacity for a channel with a strong line of sight (LOS) 

component (belt-chest channel) is higher than that of the other channels having less strong 

LOS component. This result is consistent both for the average channel capacity (in table 7-1 

and table 7-2) and for the CDF plots at a certain probability level (figure 7-3 and figure 7-4). 

This is expected since a strong LOS component would result in a higher received power 

magnitude, and hence a higher SNR value. Detailed results for the average channel capacities 

of the SISO and MIMO channels are listed in table 7-1 and table 7-2; they show a clear 

improvement of the channel capacity due to the use of MIMO. This improvement is greatest 

for the channels exhibiting the highest LOS power; hence, the Belt-chest channel experienced 

an increase in capacity of 7.53 bps/Hz, due to the use ofMIMO. 
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Table 7- 1. Parameters values for each SISO channel 

Parameters Measurement Channels For SISO On-Body 

Belt-chest Belt-head Belt-wrist 

Average channel Capacity 9.0779 5.4376 3.7368 
(bps/Hz) 

Coherence bandwidth at 50% 
10.800 3.4000 2.3000 

correlation (MHz) 

Coherence bandwidth at 90% 1.0800 0.34000 0.23000 
correlation (MHz) 

RMS delay spread (ns) 18.552 59.571 88.025 

Table 7- 2. Parameters values for each MIMO channel 

Measurement Channels For MIMO On-Body 
Parameters 

Belt-chest Belt-head Belt-wrist 

Average channel Capacity 
16.606 7.5565 7.7804 

(bps/Hz) 

Coherence bandwidth at 
10.700 2.2000 2.7000 

50% correlation (MHz) 

Coherence bandwidth at 
1.0700 0.22000 0.27000 

90% correlation (MHz) 

RMS delay spread (ns) 18.721 89.397 73.703 
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In addition to the measurement for a quasi-static channel, another campatgn of 

measurements was performed with different sets of movements for the three channels (Belt

Head, Belt-Chest, and Belt-wrist). The activity sets, and the corresponding capacity results 

for the three channels are given in table 7-3. The results show that the movement of the 

human body has a minor effect on the capacity. This is clearly seen when comparing the 

results for a movement where the Tx-Rx length remains somewhat constant, to the average 

MIMO capacity of the corresponding Quasi-static channel. For instance, the capacity for a 
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belt-head channel when shaking the head from left to right is 4.3bps/Hz, which is close to 

4.6bps/Hz that is found when shaking the head up-down. The length of the link, however, has 

a greater impingement upon the capacity values (with variations from the average capacity 

values of a static channel reaching up to 3 bps/Hz, when the length of the RX-TX link 

endures a big change during the movement).These results are expected, since the speed at 

which the receivers move with respect to the transmitter is negligible compared to the speed 

of light, making the observed frequency at the receiver (including the Doppler's effect), 

effectively the same as the emitted frequency. The channels are still considered effectively 

quasi-static. Table 7-3 represents the capacity values of the different on-body channels when 

the human subject undergoes certain typical body movements. 

Table 7- 3. SISO capacity values corresponding to typical states of the human body 

Belt-Head 
Belt-Head 

Belt-Chest 
Belt-Chest 

Belt-wrist 
Belt-wrist 

Postures 
Capacity 

Posture 
Capacity 

Posture 
Capacity 

(bps/Hz) (bps/Hz) (bps/Hz) 

Shaking head- Moving 
Moving arm-

4.3117 
arm-

9.9697 eating 7.2685 
left-right eating posture 

posture 

Shaking head-
4.5742 

Sitting clown-
8.8971 

Writing and 
9.8955 

up-down typing posture typing 

Moving 
Leaning Lifting 

arm 
5.4722 down-while 8.4628 things from 9.0500 

while standing 
standing floor 

Leaning 
Waving Bye-

walking 3.8225 down-while 9.2291 
Bye 

6.7058 
si ting 

Lifting things 
from floor - Exercise-
stand-sit 

3.8018 
stand-sit 

10.5443 Clapping 5.7947 

movement 
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7.2) Off-body channel results 

7.2.1) Channel impulse response 

An inverse Fourier transform was applied to the measured frequency-domain S2 1 sets of 

values in order to obtain the sub-channels' impulse responses; afterwards, the MIMO channel 

impulse response is calculated as the arithmetic mean of all sub-channels' impulse responses, 

for each distance. As expected, the line of sight signal carries the highest power among the 

multipath received signais. In addition, the LOS component is stronger for the smaller 

transmitter-receiver (Tx-Rx) separations, and gradually reduces in value as we increase this 

separation as seen in figure 7-5 and figure 7-6 for the case of SISO and MIMO 

configurations, respectively. Furthermore, the impulse response was used to verify the 

measurements accuracy, by recalculating the distance where the LOS component is received 

using the well-known relation (Time x speed of the electromagnetic wave), and comparing 

this calculated distance to the intended distance during measurements. In our case, we 

obtained a very close match with a distance error less than 20 % ; the calculated distances 

come as follows: 1.2m, 2.4m, 3.3m, 4.2m, 5.4m for the monopole antenna and 1.2m, 2.1m, 

3.3m, 4.2m, 5.4m for the patch antenna, which is very acceptable considering measurements 

errors, time resolution effect, and the fact that the real speed ofthe electromagnetic wave is a 

bit lower than the used speed of light. 
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7 .2.2) Pa th loss 

The path loss was determined using equations (5-5) and (5-6) described before. The 

linear regression method was used to determine the path loss exponent in (5-7). The results 

show that the path loss increases with distance. 

The path loss results obtained with monopole antennas in the case of SISO and MIMO 

systems are reported in figure 7-7 and figure 7-8, respectively. 
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Figure 7- 7. Path Loss values and their linear regression for SISO-M at LOS configuration 
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Figure 7- 8. Path Loss values and their linear regression for MIMO-M at LOS configuration 
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The above linear regression analysis shows that the path loss exponent a is close to the 

free-space path loss exponent (which is equal to 2) for the LOS configurations. Table 7-4 and 

table.7-5, which give sorne ofthe channel characterizing parameters, consolidate these results 

and show that, relative to LOS scenario, the path loss exponent decreases in SISO-NLOS 

configurations for both antenna types (monopole and patch). However, the path loss values 

are superior compared to LOS scenario due to the additive multipath effect in the presence of 

a human obstacle. This suggests that the signal is damped slower in SISO-NLOS due to 

constructive multipath power additions. The trend for the path loss exponent is not 

maintained in the case of MIMO topologies, while the path loss values are behaving in the 

same way. In general, the effect of the human obstruction is less severe than the obstruction 

caused by the mining machinery se en in [ 19]. 

Comparing the two types of antennas, the path loss exponent when using monopole 

antennas is generally lower than the path loss exponent when using patch antennas. This 

could be explained by the large bearn width of the monopole antennas, leading to a more 

effective absorption of multipath energies, especially in NLOS situations. 

7.2.3) RMS delay spread and coherence bandwidth 

The RMS delay spread was determined using equations (5-8) and (5-9) described before. 

Similarly, the coherence bandwidth of the propagation channel is determined using equations 

(5-10) or (5-11), depending on the correlation level adopted. 

Figure 7-9 and figure 7-10 represent the achieved RMS delay spread and coherence 

bandwidth vs. distance of the SISO-M and MIMO-M channels in the case of line of sight 

(LOS) conditions. It is clear that the RMS delay spread increases whereas the coherence 

bandwidth decreases with the increase of the distance. These figures show also RMS delay 

spread values that are between 15ns and 66 ns and coherence bandwidths in the range of 3-14 

MHz for the SISO-M topology. The results for the MIMO-M topology show improvements 

in the RMS delay spread, with values varying from 13.6ns to 51 ns, and in the coherence 

bandwidths at 50% correlation level, with values spanning the range 3.9 MHz -14.7MHz. 

Other results for the NLOS conditions and for patch antennas are given in table 7-4 and table 

7-5. From these tables, it is consolidated that for monopole antennas, theRMS delay spread is 
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decreased and the coherence bandwidth is increased by the use of MIMO systems in LOS 

conditions. With monopole antennas, the MIMO configuration brings the reverse effect in 

NLOS scenario, which means that the coherence bandwidth is decreased while the delay 

spread is increased. The reverse behavior is observed when the channel is measured using 

patch antennas. This could be explained by the higher directivity of patch antennas which 

reduces the number of perceived multipath components in NLOS scenario. The signal that 

crosses the human body obstacle is more weakened in the case of MIMO-P compared to 

MIMO-M, probably because MIMO-M system, due toits large bearn width, allows to collect 

the LOS signal which power is higher than the multipath counterparts. 
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7.2..4) C.hannel capacity 
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Channel ergodic caf"Cilyand ils corresp>nding CDF are plotœd in figwe 7-11, 7-12, and 

7-13 res.f"Ciively; when using monop>le antennas. The SISO caf"Cilyis calculaœd using the 

well-known Shannon formula (3-4) described above. Sirnilarly, the caP"ci!Y of the J.\IIIMO 

channel (plotted in Figure 7-13 for a monop>le antenna) is deduced from the measurements 

usmg formula (3-5), described before . 
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As expected, the average capacity at a certain probability level decreases with distance. 

This is explained by the fact that the smaller distances correspond to higher received average 

powers and hence higher average SNRs which have a direct impact on the capacity as given 

in equations (3-4) and (3-5). Moreover, it is clear from figure 7-13 that the use of MIMO 

configuration offers an improvement in capacity compared to the SISO case. According to 

tables 7-4 and 7-5, this is valid for both monopole and patch antennas, in LOS and NLOS 

scenarios. This multiplexing gain provided by the MIMO technology is higher for the 

monopole antennas due to the fact that these antennas exhibit lower branch correlation. 
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Table 7- 4. Values ofthe different parameters of the off-body channel using monopole 

antennas 

Configuration MIMO-M SISO-M 

Parameters LOS N-LOS LOS N-LOS 

PL- exponent 2.0651 1.3104 2.1092 1.1775 

PL (lm) 43.1746 55.9637 45.6828 54.1716 

PL (2m) 49.1644 58.0329 51.5319 57.9437 

PL (3m) 52.2357 60.3142 54.7589 61.6062 

PL (4m) 54.8346 64.2788 58.7975 61.5095 

PL (Sm) 58.1974 64.4941 60.1628 61.9374 

C _av _lm (bps/Hz) 23.6321 16.2338 11.4004 8.6683 

C _av_ 2m (bps/Hz) 19.6613 14.8324 9.4589 7.3922 

C _av_ 3m (bps/Hz) 17.5053 13.4182 8.3893 6.2876 

C _av_ 4m (bps/Hz) 15.8673 10.6693 7.0542 6.1697 

C _av_ 5m (bps/Hz) 14.0274 10.5772 6.6048 6.0236 

TRMS- lm (ns) 13.616 42.93 14.731 35.164 

TRMS- 2m (ns) 19.834 52.79 25.927 55.725 

TRMS- 3m (ns) 27.915 71.39 36.84 79.74 

LRMS- 4m (ns) 35.97 110.9 57.436 82.567 

TRMS- Sm (ns) 51.835 111.6 66.27 81.597 

Bc_lm (W:Iz) 14.7 4.7 13.6 5.7 

Bc_2m (W:Iz) 10.1 3.8 7.7 3.6 

Bc_3m (W:Iz) 7.2 2.8 5.4 2.5 

Be_ 4m (W:Iz) 5.6 1.8 3.5 2.4 

Bc_5m (W:Iz) 3.9 1.8 3 2.5 
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Table 7- 5. Values of the different parameters of the off-body channel using patch antennas 

Configuration MIMO-P SISO-P 

Parameters LOS N-LOS LOS NLOS 

PL- exponent 1.7293 2.0365 2.4813 1.2599 

PL (lm) 49.4580 55.6565 45.3038 60.7453 

PL (2m) 56.2576 63.8919 52.5457 68.9006 

PL (3m) 58.9404 67.9946 56.6337 72.5153 

PL (4m) 62.6108 71.8061 57.5081 67.7725 

PL (Sm) 60.1217 67.6193 64.4639 70.4411 

C _av _lm (bps/Hz) 19.9922 18.5486 11.5263 6.4257 

C _av_ 2m (bps/Hz) 15.5212 16.6418 9.1227 3.8273 

C _av_ 3m (bps/Hz) 12.9498 9.0295 7.7689 2.7255 

C _av_ 4m (bps/Hz) 10.9210 7.5237 7.4802 4.1612 

C _av_ 5m (bps/Hz) 13.9749 8.8098 5.2016 3.3328 

TRMS- lm (ns) 42.92 49.1 24.38 69.48 

TRMS- 2m (ns) 59.51 93.1 41.67 220.8 

TRMS- 3m (ns) 80.35 198.9 60.13 356.2 

TRMS- 4m (ns) 115.1 305.9 64.88 198.6 

TRMS- Sm (ns) 72.81 201.1 141.5 279.4 

Be lm (MHz) 4.7 4.1 8.2 2.9 

Be_2m (MHz) 3.4 2.1 3.5 0.9 

Be_3m (MHz) 2.5 1.0 4.8 0.6 

Be_ 4m (MHz) 1.7 0.7 2.2 1 

Be_5m (MHz) 2.7 1.0 2.5 0.7 
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7.3) Conclusion 

In this chapter, we presented the results for two WBAN systems implemented in a mine 

gallery using SISO and MIMO antenna configurations. The first set of results consisted in the 

measured on-body channel parameters. It distinguished two types of channels, namely a static 

channel and a dynamic channel, where the human test subject undergoes typical movements. 

The second set of measurements describes the off-body channel performance through its 

measurement derived parameters, namely the channel impulse response, the path loss, the 

RMS delay spread as well as the channel capacity. The results clearly demonstrate the 

advantage ofusing MIMO configurations in both WBAN channels. A summary ofthe results 

is presented in the next concluding chapter. 
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CHAPTER8 

GENERAL CONCLUSION 

8.1) Conclusion 

In this project, the propagation channels on-body and off-body have been characterized 

in a mining environment. We considered two types of antennas, monopole (omnidirectional) 

and patch ( directional) to study the effect of antenna directivity on the performance of the 

BAN-MIMO and BAN-SISO channels. 

For the off-body channels, a 2x2 MIMO and SISO have been characterized in a mine 

gallery using monopole and patch antennas. Two scenarios (LOS and NLOS) were 

considered for measurements from lm through Sm transmitter-receiver separations. It was 

observed that the path-loss increases with distance due to the decay in the received power, 

with a path loss exponent close to that of free space for most of the antenna configurations 

and types. In general, capacity decreases with the increase in distance due to the decrease in 

the average SNR. In NLOS situation, the multipath richness did not overcome the shadowing 

of the LOS component, and hence the capacity is lower than that of a corresponding LOS 

situation. For a certain transmit power, the presence of a strong LOS component imply a 

higher SNR at the receiver. In general, MIMO topologies provided a remarkable 

improvement in terms of capacity, coherence bandwidth, and time delay spread compared to 

the SISO topologies. 

For the on-body channels, three SISO and MIMO channels have been characterized to 

investigate the significance of using MIMO for on-body applications in a mine gallery. The 

belt -chest channel is characterized by a strong LOS component. Hence, its channel capacities 

are higher than that of the belt-head and the belt-wrist channels for both MIMO and SISO 

topologies; this is explained by the higher received power, and hence the SNR, when a strong 

LOS component is present. Moreover, the capacity improvement using MIMO is significant 

for this channel due to the strong SNR and rich multipath. The other channels are 

characterized by a rich multipath phenomenon and weaker LOS component, which explains 
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the benefit of using MIMO for capacity amelioration (reaching an improvement of 3.36 

bps/Hz for the Belt-wrist channel). When the human test subject undergoes certain typical 

body movements, the results were affected by the change in the TX-RX distances, due to the 

movement. The fact that the receiver is moving with respect to the transmitter, did not affect 

much the results when the Tx-Rx separation is somewhat constant. There is not a significant 

improvement in the RMS delay spread and coherence bandwidth due to the use of MIMO, 

because the richness of the multipaths tend to increase the RMS delay spread, while the 

strength of the LOS component tend to decrease it. Expectedly, the RMS delay spreads and 

coherence bandwidths of the Belt-chest channel is better than th ose of the belt-head and the 

belt-wrist on-body channels, for both the SISO and the MIMO topologies, suggesting that the 

Belt-chest channel could be considered more flat than the other two on-body channels. 

The general conclusion that can be drawn from this master project is that the on-body 

and off-body channels can be used for communication in a mining environment, dedicated to 

the safety ofminers. The BAN-MIMO systems are very promising to maximize the data rate 

and improve the capacity, even in the presence of practical problems such as the signal 

reflecting mining machinery and the interruption of a LOS link by other minors. The choice 

of the location of antennas must be made in such a way that maximizes the visibility between 

the transmitters and receivers in order to maximize the capacity. 

In the future, we suggest to studdy the improvement in capacity using higher order 

MIMO-BAN systems (such as a 4x4 MIMO). We expect the higher order MIMO systems to 

offer better capacities, but with added complexity and TX/RX sizes; this trade-off between 

complexity and performance should be evaluated. Other types of diversity should be 

investigated, especially the polarization and pattern diversity schemes. It is also advisable to 

investigate other bands such as the 60 GHz channel, which would allow exploiting the high 

bandwidth offered in such a band. The high path loss associated with this band should be 

mitigated through the use of MIMO, in order to benefit from the small TX/RX dimensions 

while maintaining an acceptable performance. 
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Performance Evaluation of a SISO On-Body System 

in a Mine Evironment 
Moulay El Azhari, Mourad Nedil, Ismail Ben Mabrouk 

Underground communications research laboratory 
UQAT, Val d'Or, Canada 

Abstract: In this paper, the on-body performance of a single
input single-output (SISO) system was evaluated. 
Measurement campaigns using Monopole antennas have been 
taken in a gold mine. Three on-body channels were 
characterized in terms of the channel impulse response, RMS 
delay spread, coherence bandwidth, and channel capacity. The 
variation of these parameters in the different measurement 
scenarios was discussed. 

Keywords: SISO, on-bo4Ji channel, channel capaciry, 
jrequency response,impulse response. 

INTRODUCTION 

Body area network (BAN) is a growing communication 
technology that found many applications in persona! health 
care, entertainment, military, firefighting and many other 
fields [1]. Various articles in the literature deal with on body 
communication systems, for patients' vital signs monitoring 
application [2]. 

This technology could acquire valuable applications in the 
mining environment because of its sim pli city and its ability to 
guaranty information delivery and environment conditions 
monitoring. In fact, miners are subject to a number ofpotential 
health hazards in their normal daily work. It is therefore of 
outmost importance to ensure that workers are not exposed to 
health hazards at levels likely to result in adverse health 
effects by recogmzmg, assessing and controlling all 
potentially hazardous agents and factors (such as harmful 
gases) that the miners are potentially exposed to at work. A 
reliable BAN communication system would be both cost 
effective and simple to use in a mine gallery. 

If a BAN system, based on electronic sensors, were to be 
deployed for miners' vital signs and in-mine environmental 
conditions monitoring, it would allow a fast detection of 
potential problem (such as an in-mine fire) and hence improve 
the miners' safety. 

In this paper, the performance of a single-input single-output 
(SISO) BAN system, in a mine gallery, is evaluated at the 2.45 
GHz ISM band. Three on-body channels (Belt-Head, Belt
Chest, and Belt-wrist) were characterized with the body at a 
standstill posture. The channel capacity was derived from the 
measurements (using the Shannon equation in [3]) and 

compared for the three on-body channels. The RMS delay 
spread, and the coherence bandwidth were also derived (using 
equations in [ 4]) and compared for the different measurement 
scenarios. The proposed measurement scenarios are briefly 
discussed in section II and the results are provided in section 
III. 

MEASUREMENTPROCEDURE 

To characterize the on-body SISO channels in a rmmng 
environment at 2.45 GHz, three on-body channels were 
considered for the measurements. For each on-body channel, 
the transmitting monopole antenna was placed at the left side 
position of the belt. The receiving antenna was placed 
altematively at the right si de of the chest, the right si de of the 
head, and at the right wrist position, thus forming three on
body channels: belt-chest, belt wrist, and belt head as shown in 
Fig. 1. The transmitting antenna was placed to point upward, 
and the receive antenna was pointing downward. The distance 
between the body and the antenna was kept at about 5-10 mm. 
The transmitting and receiving antennas were connected to the 
two pmts of the vector network analyzer (VNA), after 
calibrating the VNA with the cables connected toit. The noise 
floor for the measurement was considered at -80dBm. 

CJCJ 

Antenna positions 

REsULTS 

Channel impulse response 

The channel impulse response is determined from the 
measured 521 values by applying an inverse Fourier transform. 
The graphs show a stronger line of sight (LOS) component for 
the belt-chest channel ( -53dBm) compared to the belt-wrist (-



70c!Bm) and the belt head charmel (-64c!Bm), with -lOc!Bm 
transmitted power. 

Impulse Response 

"1 20o;;--1;'o0-~20,---------o;;30,-------;40;;-------;o5\;-0-,60f;;----7~0-~80;--~90;;------.i100 
t1me (ns) 

Figure 1. Impulse responses for the three on-body channels_ 

RMS delay spread and Coherence bandwidth 

The RMS delay spread was derived from the 
measurements using (1 ); it quantifies the time dispersive 
properties of a multipath channel [ 4)_ 

TRMS = ~T2 - T2 (1) 
The parameter T represents the mean excess delay and 'f2 is 
the second moment of the power delay profile (PDP) [ 4] _ 

T = l:ka~;k = LkP(tk)tk (2) 
Lk ak LkP(tk) 

The parameter p(tk) is the power of the kth path and tk is its 
delay_ The parameter a~ is the overall time average of the 
magnitude squared of the impulse response (6 measurements 
are averaged)_ 

Coherence bandwidth is inversely proportional to the 
RMS delay spread and measures statistically the range of 
frequencies over which the charmel can be considered flat [ 4)_ 

Results show values of RMS delay spread that are in the 
order of 100 ns and coherence bandwidth (at 50% correlation) 
in the range of 1 .MHz as shown in Table IlL 

Channel Capacity 

Channel capacity is a measure of the theoretical maximum 
data rate per unit of bandwidth that can be reliably transmitted 
through a certain channel [5]- SISO channel capacity 1s 
derived from measurements using equation (5) [3)_ 

CN[bpsjHz] = log2 (1 + piHI 2
)- (5) 

H is the normalized charmel response and p is the average 
signal to noise ratio (SNR)_ 

The results show that the charmel capacity for a channel 
with a strong line of sight (LOS) component (belt-chest 
charmel) is higher than the other channels with less strong 
LOS component This result is consistent both for the average 
charmel capacity (in Table.l) and for the CDF plots at a 
certain probability level (Fig.2)_ This is expected since a 
strong LOS component would result in a higher received 
power magnitude, and hence a higher SNR value_ Detailed 
results for the average channel capacity are listed in Table l_ 

Table 1. Parameters values for each channel 

Parameters 

Average channel 
Capacity (bps/Hz) 

Coherence 
bandwidth at 50% 
correlation (.MHz) 

Coherence 
bandwidth at 90% 
correlation (.MHz) 
RMS delay spread 

(ns) 

' r_j 

r 
' ; _, 

j 
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9.0779 5.4376 3.7368 

1.7 1.1 0.808 

0.1 7 0.11 0 .0808 

11 7.1862 187 .9793 247 .6367 

Figure 2. Capacity CDFs for the three on-body channels _ 

CONCLUSION 

Three SISO on-body charmel in a mine gallery has 
been characterized_ The belt -chest charmel is characterized 
by a strong LOS component Renee, its charmel capacity is 
higher than that of the belt-head and the belt-wrist channels; 
this is explained by the higher received power, and hence 
the SNR, when a strong LOS component is present The 
RMS delay spreads and coherence bandwidths are close for 
the belt-head and the belt-wrist on-body channels (but 
worse than those of the belt-chest ), suggesting that these 
two charmels could be considered flat for about the same 
range of frequencies _ 
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Abstract: In this paper , the off-body performance of a single
input single-output (SISO) system in a mine gallery was 
evaluated. Measurement campaigns using Monopole antennas 
have b een taken in a gold mine for a tine of sight topology. The 
off-body channel was characterized in terms of the channel 
impulse r esponse , path loss, RMS delay spread, coherence 
bandwidth, and channel capacity. 

Keywords: SJSO, on-hody clumne~ channel capaciiy, 
frequency response,impulse response. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

VVBAN refers to the wireless communication technology 
which deals with the propagation at the on-body, off-body, 
and in-body channel. This growing technology has found 
many applications in the biomedical therapy, health care, and 
entertainment (mainly to transferbody information data) [1]. 

Many research ers have been perforrned to investigate the 
performance of the off-b ody channel at the 2.45 GHz ISM 
band, in the past few years, benefitting from the technological 
advancements that allow the use of this technology in small 
portabl e electronic deviees [2]. 

The 2.45 GHz band has been thoroughly investigated for 
applications in a mine gallery, for regular radio transmission 
(not involving the human body), using different kinds of 
antennas such as the monopole and the patch antennas [3]. 

In this paper, the off-body channel is studied at the 2.45 
GHz band using monopole antennas for LOS situations. The 
impulse responses were determined for different access points 
to body distances. The path Joss was determined and sketched 
for different distances. The path Joss exponent was then 
derived. Moreover, the channel capacity was calculated from 
measurements using the Shannon equation in [ 4]. The 
coherence bandwidth and RMS delay spread were also 
deri ved. The proposed measurement procedure is brie fly 
discussed in section II and the results are provided in section 
III. 

II. MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE 

In order to characterize the off-body SISO channel m a 
mine gall ery at 2.45 GHz, a transmitting antenna was placed at 
a fixed position in the middle of the mine gallery pathway 
(40m underground). The receiving antenna is placed on the 
right si de of the ch est of a 1.80m, 70Kg student w earing a 
miner' s outfit. 6 data snap shots are taken at each distance, 
starting from a distance of 1m to a fina l position of Sm away 

from transmitter, as shown in F ig.1. The transmitting and 
receiving antennas were connected to the two ports of the 
previously calibrated vector network analyzer (VNA). At each 
snapshot, the 521 values are recorded for 6401 frequency 
samples. The noise floor for the measurements was considered 
at -90dBm. The environment mainly consists of very rough 
and dusty w ails, f1 oor, and ceiling. The temperature is ab out 6° 
C in a highly humid environment. There is mining machinery 
few meters away from the measurement' setup; the ceiling 
includes many metal rads and is covered w ith metal screens. 

" w= 1 t 

-----""--1 ,_ ,_ .. ,_ 

[1] Measurement setup 

III. RESULTS 

A. Channel impulse response 

An inverse Fourier was applied to the average of six 
measured 5 21 sets of values (at each distance) in arder to get 
impulse responses. As expected, the line of sight signal carries 
the highest power among the multipath received signais. In 
addition, the LOS component is stronger for the smaller 
transmitter-receiver (Tx-Rx) separations, and gradually lessens 
in value as we increase this separation. 

lmp1 t;e Respmse 

~··~ ··lOr ·~ ~ ·~~~~w 
-l :!Do~--;,';,o -..,;,n~----,!~,---f.w,---7.5ü,---7.6o.-------f.;7~.---....,:,,;,--,9~'o--Tn,l 

ti'n e (1s) 

Fïgure 2 . Impulse responses for the different Tx-Rx separations. 



B. Path loss 

The path loss was obtained from the path gains, by 
averaging over the frequencies samples and the different 
snapshots as shown in equation (1 ) [ 1]. 

PL(d(p)) = -20log10 N ~ 2:7~ 1 L:~11Hj(n)l (1) 
s f 

Where PL(d(p)) is the path loss at the at the position of p 
(with TX-Rx separation d(p)); NsandNfare the number of 
the snapshots and frequency samples, respectively. Hj (n) 
denotes the measured S21 for the position p,jth snapshot, and 
nth frequency sample[1]. 

The path loss is modeled as a function of the Tx-Rx 
distance [3] as shown in equation (2). 

PL(d) = PLd8 (d0 ) + 10. a.log10 (:J +X (2) 

Where PLd8 (d0 ) is the mean path loss at the 
reference distance d0 , d is the distance where the path loss is 
calculated, ais the path loss exponent (determined using least 
square linear regression analysis), and X is a zero mean 
Gaussian variable (in dB) [3]. 

The path loss results and a linear regression of these 
values are plotted in fig.2. 

Pathloss of the measurements 

60 

~ 
§ 55 

~ 
50 

3 4 
10.1og(distance/1 m) 

Figure 3. Path Loss values and their linear regression 

From the above linear regression analysis, the path loss 
exponent a was found to be 2.1894. This value is a little bit 
over the path loss exponent at free space (which is equal to 2), 
due to multipath effects. 

C. RMS delay spread and Coherence bandwidth 

The theRMS delay spread (a parametter that quantifies the 
time dispersive properties of a multipath channel) was 
determined using equations in [5]. The Coherence bandwidth 
(a statistical measure of the range of frequencies over which 
the channel can be considered flat) was also calculated for 
50% correlation using the equation in [5]. 

Results show values ofRMS delay spread that are between 
15ns and 66 ns and coherence bandwidth (at 50% correlation) 
in the range of 3-141v1Hz as shown in Fig.3. 
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~ 

6 1' 
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4 ~ 
10,~--71 .75--~~--~2~5 --~3--~3~5~--~---4~5~--~ 

u 

distance (m) 

Figure 4: RMS delay spread vs. distance 
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D . Channel Capacity 

SISO channel capacity (plotted in fig.4 and fig .5) 1s 
derived from measurements using Shannon formula (3) [3]. 

CN[bpsjHz ] = log2 (1 + piHI 2
) . (3) 

H is the normalized channel response and p 
signal to noise ratio (SNR). 

is the average 

Aver age cap a clty vs.dista nc e 

r~ 
:;1 1. !5 2 2 .!5 3 3 .5 4 

: t 
4 .!5 5 

distance (m) 

Figure 5. Average capacity vs . distance 

%~-----~------~~--~.------~-----7,~--~ 
Ce.pe~ city(bps/HZ ) 

Figure 6. Capacity CDFs for the five off-body channel ' distances 

As expected, the average capacity and the capacity at 
a certain probability level decreases with distance. This is 
explained by the fact that the smaller distances correspond to a 
higher received power and hence a higher SNR. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

A SISO off-body channel in a mine gallery has been 
characterized. From the results, a path loss exponent of 2 .1 894 
was obtained (close to that of free space ). The capacity for 
lower Tx-Rx separations is stronger than that of h igher 
separations, due to the stronger received signal at small 
distances from the transmitter. The RMS delay spreads 
increases when Tx-Rx separat ion increases, while the 
coherence bandwidth decreases w ith distance. 
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